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This paper describes current and proposed protocols for mobility management for public land mobile network (PLMN)-based networks, mobile Internet protocol (IP), wireless asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), and satellite networks. The integration of these networks will be discussed in the context of the next evolutionary step of wireless communication networks. First, a review is provided of location management algorithms for personal communication systems (PCS) implemented over a PLMN network. The latest protocol changes for location registration and handoff are investigated for Mobile IP, followed by a discussion of proposed protocols for wireless ATM and satellite networks. Finally, an outline of open problems to be addressed by the next generation of wireless network service is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The commercial proliferation of cellular voice and limited data service has created a great demand for mobile communications and computing. Current voice, fax, e-mail, and paging services will give way to data transfer, video conferencing, image transfer, and video delivery. Achieving such an advanced level of tetherless mobile multimedia service requires the development of a wireless network that can provide not only the integrated services, but which can also provide dynamic relocation of mobile terminals. As a result, next-generation mobile communication systems are currently being researched worldwide. Third generation systems, such as the International Mobile Telecommunication System 2000 (IMT 2000) network, the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS), and the Future Public Land Mobile Telecommunication System (FPLMTS) are based on a combination of integrated fixed and wireless mobile services that form a global personal communication network [40]. In recent years, these systems have been considered for standardization by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). The next generation of wireless communication is also based on a global system of fixed and wireless mobile services, but it extends global service to include the integration of heterogeneous services across network providers and network backbones as well as geographical regions. Thus, the future will ensure interoperability between various wireless networks across the globe [82].

The demand for mobile service has motivated research in updating existing high-speed wireline (fixed) communication networks with wireless communication techniques. Several alternative backbone networks that are fostering current research activity are: the public land mobile networks (PLMN), mobile Internet protocol (Mobile IP) networks, wireless asynchronous transfer mode (WATM) networks, and low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks. Standardizing these efforts is the goal of working groups within the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), the International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunications Standardization Sector (ITU-T), the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), and the WATM Working Group of the ATM Forum.

Regardless of the network, one of the most important and challenging problems for tetherless communication and computing is mobility management [74]. Mobility management enables telecommunication networks to locate roaming terminals for call delivery and to maintain connections as the terminal is moving into a new service area. Thus, mobility management supports mobile terminals, allowing users to roam while simultaneously offering them incoming calls and supporting calls in progress.

In this paper, we describe current and proposed protocols for mobility management for the PLMN, Mobile
IP, WATM, and satellite networks and develop a discussion for mobility management for the next generation of wireless communication. This paper attempts a detailed investigation of mobility management protocols for each network. An abridged version of this paper can be found in [13]. Section II defines the driving concepts behind mobility management. Then, Section III presents the future wireless network architecture. Section IV reviews the location management process for PLMN-based networks, while Section V investigates the latest protocol changes for Mobile IP. In Section VI we provide a selection of proposed protocols for WATM, while a discussion of mobility management for satellite networks is presented in Section VII. Finally, the paper concludes with a discussion of open problems faced by the next generation of wireless systems.

II. MOBILITY MANAGEMENT

Mobility management contains two components: location management and handoff management.

A. Location Management

Location management is a two-stage process that enables the network to discover the current attachment point of the mobile user for call delivery, as shown in Fig. 1. The first stage is location registration (or location update). In this stage, the mobile terminal periodically notifies the network of its new access point, allowing the network to authenticate the user and revise the user’s location profile. The second stage is call delivery. Here the network is queried for the user location profile and the current position of the mobile host is found.

Current techniques for location management involve database architecture design and the transmission of signaling messages between various components of a signaling network. As the number of mobile subscribers increases, new or improved schemes are needed to support effectively a continuously increasing subscriber population. Other issues include: security; dynamic database updates; querying delays; terminal paging methods; and paging delays. Fig. 1 associates these research issues with their respective location management operation. Since location management deals with database and signaling issues, many of the issues are not protocol dependent and can be applied to various networks such as PLMN-based networks, the public switched telephone network (PSTN), ISDN, IP, Frame Relay, X.25, or ATM networks, depending on the requirements.

B. Handoff Management

Handoff (or handover) management enables the network to maintain a user’s connection as the mobile terminal continues to move and change its access point to the network. The three-stage process for handoff first involves initiation, where either the user, a network agent, or changing network conditions identify the need for handoff. The second stage is new connection generation, where the network must find new resources for the handoff connection and perform any additional routing operations. Under network-controlled handoff (NCHO), or mobile-assisted handoff (MAHO), the network generates a new connection, finding new resources for the handoff and performing any additional routing operations. For mobile-controlled handoff (MCHO), the mobile terminal finds the new resources and the network approves. The final stage is data-flow control, where the delivery of the data from the old connection path to the new connection path is maintained according to agreed-upon service guarantees. The handoff management operations are presented in Fig. 2.

Handoff management includes two conditions: intracell handoff and intercell handoff. Intracell handoff occurs when the user moves within a service area (or cell) and experiences signal strength deterioration below a certain threshold that results in the transfer of the user’s calls to new radio channels of appropriate strength at the same base station (BS). Intercell handoff occurs when the user moves into an adjacent cell and all of the terminal’s connections must be transferred to a new BS. While performing handoff,
the terminal may connect to multiple BS’s simultaneously and use some form of signaling diversity to combine the multiple signals. This is called soft handoff. On the other hand, if the terminal stays connected to only one BS at a time, clearing the connection with the former BS immediately before or after establishing a connection with the target BS, then the process is referred to as hard handoff [40]. Handoff management research concerns issues such as: efficient and expedient packet processing; minimizing the signaling load on the network; optimizing the route for each connection; efficient bandwidth reassignment; evaluating existing methods for standardization; and refining quality of service for wireless connections. Fig. 2 lists these issues for the handoff management operations.

Although this paper describes individual protocols for location and handoff management according to the type of backbone network, the next generation promises to allow these networks—and thus, their mobile operations—to interoperate. Unlike the location management protocols, the reliance of handoff protocols on routing, resource management, and packet delivery make these algorithms very network protocol dependent.

An additional dependency to be considered for interoperability is the dependency of the user on the local wireless network interfaces and infrastructure. Future communications networks will require the development of a standardized wireless network architecture, enabling any user to employ a somewhat common methodology in order to access regional, national, and global services as efficiently as those on the local level. In Section III, we discuss the basic building blocks of future wireless network architectures.

III. Future Wireless Network Architecture

The next evolutionary step toward personal communication services will provide an architectural and structural basis that will allow evolving networks to implement free circulation of terminals, personal mobility, and network service portability [82]. In this section we describe some of the architecture and system specifications currently outlined for the IMT 2000 by the ITU. These specifications include: a hierarchical cell structure (HCS); global roaming; and an expanding radio spectrum [29].

A. Hierarchical Cell Structure

HCS will cover all of the proposed operating environments of the mobile user. It will support radio environments that range from high capacity picocells, to urban terrestrial micro- and macrocells, to large satellite cells, as shown in Fig. 3. Due to the potential of satellite links performing as traffic congestion relief and global extensions to terrestrial networks, network capacity will potentially increase—supporting more subscribers and greater traffic volumes without requiring additional radio spectrum for the terrestrial networks [69].

The mobile user will access the wireless network using a device called a mobile terminal (MT). This terminal will use radio channels to communicate BS’s (also referred to as base transceiver stations) to gain access to the terrestrial (PLMN, ATM, Internet) network. In the satellite network, the MT will communicate with fixed Earth stations (FES), which govern wireless traffic for satellite terminals or with the satellite itself [90]. Dual mode terminals will communicate over both the terrestrial and satellite networks.

Each cell will have one dedicated BS and a corresponding broadcast channel. Channel use is managed by the BS, which converts the network signaling traffic and data traffic to the radio interface for communication with the MT. The BS will also transmit paging messages to the MT and measure the link quality to perform handoffs to other cells. The MT will be able to roam freely within an area consisting of multiple cells called the location area (LA).
While within this area, the MT will not be required to update the location information stored in fixed network location distributed databases. However, the network will keep track of the current LA for each mobile that is powered on. While in stand-by mode, the MT will be tuned to the serving broadcast channel associated with the serving cell/BS. In order to make a call, the MT will tune to one of the channels assigned to the serving cell.

Finally, a cell site switch (CSS) will govern one or more BS’s. This switch will provide access to the serving mobile network (PLMN, Internet, ATM, or satellite). The CSS will also manage the radio resources provide mobility management control functions, such as location update and handoff to manage global roaming.

B. Global Roaming

The next-generation wireless networks will begin to implement terminal mobility, personal mobility, and service provider portability. Terminal mobility refers to the ability of the network to route calls to the MT regardless of its point of attachment to the network, while personal mobility is the ability of the user to access their personal services independent of the their attachment point or terminal. ITU specifications call for a universal personal telecommunication (UPT) number that will distinguish the user from the terminal itself [82]. Service provider portability allows the user and/or the MT to move beyond regional mobile networks. The user will be able to receive their personalized end-to-end services regardless of their current network—within the limits of the visited network’s service offerings. For example, an environmental research scientist with Mobile IP services in Atlanta will be able to travel to the rural rain forests of South America and still receive at least a subset of his/her personal services via the resident satellite network. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 4. The wireless user terminals are connecting to the unified wireless network via their resident networks, which then must identify the data as belonging to another network type, and then provide access, via an IMT2000 subsystem, to the user’s prescribed network services. In areas where access to their home networks is readily available, the terminals can use direct connections to their home backbone services. This freedom requires future wireless networks to interoperate and transport heterogeneous traffic over both wireless and wireline networks. Although this area has already been investigated for Mobile IP over ATM, the scope of the future opens opportunities for any combination of wireless network data being transmitted over any other wireline backbone.

This level of global mobile freedom will also require the coordination of a wide range of service providers, compatibility of backbone networks, and network operator agreements. Whereas such agreements are currently governed by commercial contracts, the next generation will facilitate this process by developing global roaming agreements between different countries, regions and service providers, and by increasing available radio spectrum based on these international agreements.

C. Radio Spectrum

The ITU is encouraging national regulators to follow its guidelines in order to promote harmonized utilization of the radio spectrum and to facilitate the development of global personal communication systems (PCS). In the past, frequencies have been allocated only in limited amounts for specific services such as paging, cellular, mobile data, and private mobile radio. The future radio spectrum will include all of these categories and will standardize a pool of frequencies which could be managed dynamically to meet global market needs. This will include the technological developments required to make such dynamic spectrum allocation from the spectrum pool.
The preliminary frequency allocation, as determined in the 1992 World Administrative Radio Conference, is shown in Fig. 5. A 170-MHz section of bandwidth was reserved for terrestrial use, while 60-MHz bandwidth was reserved for satellite. The total spectrum was 1885–2025 MHz and 2110–2200 MHz, while the satellite band was 1980–2010 MHz and 2170–2200 MHz. (The frequency gaps between 2025–2170 MHz and beyond 2200 MHz are reserved for other services such as remote sensing, cable TV relay service, electronic news gathering, and space research and operation.) In 1995, the ITU World Radio Conference changed the frequency assignments. The satellite allocation for Region 2 (the Americas and the Caribbean) was revised to the 1990–2025-MHz and 2160–2200-MHz frequency bands. This change will make it difficult for the U.S. service providers to support mobile terminals from other regions that use the mobile satellite service. The revised assignment will remain in effect until the next scheduled conference in 1999.

Since the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has not yet decided on the allocation of additional spectrum for next generation cellular systems, existing cellular and PCS service providers will have to allocate some of their current spectrum as needed. Start up of IMT 2000 bands are proposed for Japan by the year 2000 and also for Europe by the year 2002. All frequencies, except those for the Personal Handiphone System (PHS) and Digital European Cordless Telecommunications (DECT),
will be available for use in Japan by 2003 and in Europe by 2005. Licensing rules and procedures for IMT 2000 are under development in Europe.

The agreement among nations, regions, and network service providers to work toward global mobility will require the interworking of location information and authentication procedures—on the user and the terminal level, as well as network cooperation for the delivery of services as the MT’s move. An investigation of current location and handoff management processes opens the door for research into unifying these processes under the next generation. Next we address specific schemes for location management for PCS, with consideration of a PLMN-based backbone network. We then discuss both recent research and open problems for PCS networks.

IV. MOBILITY MANAGEMENT FOR THE PLMN

In ordinary wireline networks, such as the telephone network, there is a fixed relationship between a terminal and its location. Changing the location of a terminal generally involves the network administration and it cannot easily be performed by a user. Incoming calls for a particular terminal are always routed to its associated location as there is no distinction between a terminal and its location. In contrast, mobile terminals (MT’s) are free to travel and thus the network access point of an MT changes as it moves around the network coverage area. As a result, the ID of an MT does not implicitly provide the location information of the MT and the call delivery process becomes more complex. The current methods (IS-41, GSM MAP) for PLMN location management strategies require each MT to register its location with the network periodically. In order to perform the registration, update, and call delivery operations described above, the network stores the location information of each MT in the location databases. Then the information can be retrieved for call delivery.

A. Current Location Management Protocols

Current schemes for PLMN location management are based on a two-level data hierarchy such that two types of network location database, the home location register (HLR) and the visitor location register (VLR), are involved in tracking an MT. In general, there is an HLR for each network and a user is permanently associated with an HLR in his/her subscribed network. Information about each user, such as the types of services subscribed and location information, are stored in a user profile located at the HLR. The number of VLR’s and their placements vary among networks. Each VLR stores the information of the MT’s (downloaded from the HLR) visiting its associated area.

Network management functions, such as call processing and location registration, are achieved by the exchange of signaling messages through a signaling network. Signaling System 7 (SS7) [67], [79], [122] is the protocol used for signaling exchange, and the signaling network is referred to as the SS7 network. The type of CSS currently implemented for the PLMN is known as a mobile switching center (MSC). Fig. 6 shows the SS7 signaling network which connects the HLR, the VLR’s, and the MSC’s in a PLMN-based network. The signal transfer points (STP’s) as shown in Fig. 6 are responsible for routing signaling messages within the SS7 network. For reliability reason, the STP’s are installed in pairs.

There are currently two commonly used standards for location management in the PLMN: the Electronic and Telephone Industry Associations EIA/TIA Interim Standard 41 (IS-41) [1], [80] and the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) Mobile Application Part (MAP) [4], [80], [81]. The IS-41 scheme is commonly used in North America for the Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) [2], IS-54 [3], IS-136, and the Personal Access Communication System (PACS) networks, while the GSM MAP is mostly used in Europe for GSM and Digital Cellular System-1800 (DCS-1800) and Personal Communication Service-1900 (PCS-1900) networks. Both standards are based on the two-level database hierarchy.

As mentioned previously, location management includes two major tasks: location registration (or update) and call delivery (see Fig. 1). For PLMN, the location registration procedures update the location databases (HLR and VLR’s) and authenticate the MT when up-to-date location information of an MT is available. The call delivery procedures locate the MT based on the information available at the HLR and the VLR’s when a call for an MT is initiated. The IS-41 and the GSM MAP location management strategies
are very similar to each other. While GSM MAP is designed to facilitate personal mobility and to enable user selection of network provider, there are a lot of commonalities between the two standards. Because of space limitation, the presentation of this paper is based primarily on the IS-41 standard. Interested readers may refer to [4], [80], [81] or detailed descriptions of the GSM MAP mobility management strategy.

1) Location Registration: In order to correctly deliver calls, the PLMN must keep track of the location of each MT. As described previously, location information is stored in two types of databases, VLR and HLR. As the MT’s move around the network coverage area, the data stored in these databases may no longer be accurate. To ensure that calls can be delivered successfully, the databases are periodically updated through the process called location registration.

Location registration is initiated by an MT when it reports its current location to the network. We call this reporting process location update. Current systems adopt an approach such that the MT performs a location update whenever it enters a new LA. Recall that each LA consists of a number of cells and, in general, all BTS’s belonging to the same LA are connected to the same MSC.

When an MT enters an LA, if the new LA belongs to the same VLR as the old LA, the record at the VLR is updated to record the ID of the new LA. Otherwise, if the new LA belongs to a different VLR, a number of extra steps are required to: 1) register the MT at the new serving VLR; 2) update the HLR to record the ID of the new serving VLR; and 3) deregister the MT at the old serving VLR. Fig. 7 shows the location registration procedure when an MT moves to a new LA. The following is the ordered list of tasks that are performed during location registration.

1) The MT enters a new LA and transmits a location update message to the new BS.
2) The BS forwards the location update message to the MSC which launches a registration query to its associated VLR.
3) The VLR updates its record on the location of the MT. If the new LA belongs to a different VLR, the new VLR determines the address of the HLR of the MT from its mobile identification number (MIN). This is achieved by a table lookup procedure called global title translation. The new VLR then sends a location registration message to the HLR. Otherwise, location registration is complete.
4) The HLR performs the required procedures to authenticate the MT and records the ID of the new serving VLR of the MT. The HLR then sends a registration acknowledgment message to the new VLR.
5) The HLR sends a registration cancellation message to the old VLR.
6) The old VLR removes the record of the MT and returns a cancellation acknowledgment message to the HLR.

Depending on the distance between the current and the home locations of the MT, in steps 3)–6), the signaling messages may have to go through several intermediate STP’s before reaching their destinations. For example, a user who subscribes to wireless services in Atlanta will normally be assigned to an HLR located in the Atlanta area. When this user is roaming in London, each location update performed by his/her mobile phone will result in the transmission of four transatlantic SS7 messages [messages (3)–(6) as shown in Fig. 7]. These messages may transverse a number of STP’s in the SS7 network before reaching their destinations, which generate additional load to the network elements and the transmission links. The location registration may, therefore, result in significant traffic load to the SS7 network. As the number of mobile subscribers keeps increasing, the delay for completing a location registration may increase. A number of methods for reducing the signaling cost are discussed in Section IV-B.

2) Call Delivery: Two major steps are involved in call delivery: 1) determining the serving VLR of the called MT and 2) locating the visiting cell of the called MT. Locating the serving VLR of the MT involves the following database lookup procedure (see Fig. 8).

1) The calling MT sends a call initiation signal to the serving MSC of the MT through a nearby BS.
2) The MSC determines the address of the HLR of the called MT by global title translation and sends a location request message to the HLR.
3) The HLR determines the serving VLR of the called MT and sends a route request message to the VLR. This VLR then forward the message to the MSC serving the MT.
4) The MSC allocates a temporary identifier called temporary local directory number (TLDN) to the MT and sends a reply to the HLR together with the TLDN.
5) The HLR forward this information to the MSC of the calling MT.
6) The calling MSC requests a call set up to the called MSC through the SS7 network.

The procedure described above allows the network to set up a connection from the calling MT to the serving MSC of the called MT. Since each MSC is associated with an LA and there are more than one cells in each LA, a mechanism is therefore necessary to determine the cell location of the called MT. In current PLMN networks, this is achieved by a paging (or alerting) procedure, such that polling signals are broadcast to all cells within the residing LA of the called MT. On receiving the polling signal, the MT sends a reply which allows the MSC to determine its current residing cell. As the number of MT’s increases, sending polling signals to all cells in an LA whenever a call arrives may consume excessive wireless bandwidth. We describe a number of proposed paging mechanisms for reducing the paging cost in Section IV-C.

B. Location Registration and Call Delivery Research

Location registration involves the updating of location databases when current location information is available. On the other hand, call delivery involves the querying of location databases to determine the current location of a called MT (refer to Fig. 1). These can be costly processes, especially when the MT is located far away from its assigned HLR. For example, if the MT is currently roaming at San Francisco and its HLR is in Atlanta, a location registration message is transmitted from San Francisco to Atlanta whenever the MT moves to a new LA that belongs to a different VLR. Under the same scenario, when a call for the MT is originated from a nearby MT in San Francisco, the MSC of the calling MT must first query the HLR at Atlanta before it finds out that the called MT is located in the same area as the caller. As the number of mobile subscribers keeps increasing, the volume of signaling traffic generated by location management is extremely high [70], [71]. Methods for reducing the signaling traffic are therefore needed.

Research in this area generally falls into two categories. In the first category, extensions to the IS-41 location management strategy are developed which aim at improving the IS-41 scheme while keeping the basic database network architecture unchanged. This type of solution has the advantage of easy adaptation to the current PLMN networks without major modification. These schemes are based on centralized database architectures inherited from the IS-41 standard. Another category of research results lies in completely new database architectures that require a new set of schemes for location registration and call delivery. Most of these schemes are based on distributed database architectures. Some additional research efforts involve: the reverse virtual call set up—a new scheme for delivering mobile-terminated calls [49], an optimal routing scheme based on the ratio of source messaging to location update rates [124], and a single registration strategy for multitier PCS systems [66]. In what follows, we discuss centralized versus distributed database architectures. A discussion of these two database architectures can be found in Section IV-D1.

1) Centralized Database Architectures: This solution consists of the two-tier IS-41-based database structure with additional optimizations that aim to reduce the location management cost.

a) Dynamic hierarchical database architecture: The first centralized database architecture is the dynamic hierarchical database architecture presented in [44]. The proposed architecture is based on that of the IS-41 standard with the addition of a new level of databases called directory registers (DR’s). Each DR covers the service area of a number of MSC’s. The primary function of the DR’s is to compute periodically and store the location pointer configuration for the MT’s in its service area. Each MT has its unique pointer configuration and three types of location pointers are available at the DR:
1) a local pointer is stored at an MT’s serving DR which indicates the current serving MSC of the MT;  
2) a direct remote pointer is stored at a remote DR which indicates the current serving MSC of the MT;  
3) an indirect remote pointer is stored at a remote DR which indicates the current serving DR of the MT.

In addition, the HLR of the MT may be configured to store a pointer to either the serving DR or the serving MSC of the MT. In some cases, it may be more cost effective not to set up any pointers, and the original IS-41 scheme will be used.

The functionality of the proposed scheme can better be described by the following scenarios. Suppose that the HLR of a given MT is located in New York and it is currently roaming in San Francisco. If a significant number of the incoming calls for the MT are originated from Los Angeles, a direct or indirect remote pointer can be set up for the MT in the DR at the Los Angeles area. When the next call is initiated for this MT from Los Angeles, the calling MSC first queries the DR and the call can be immediately forwarded to San Francisco without requiring a query at the HLR, which is located in New York. This reduces the signaling overhead for call delivery. On the other hand, the HLR can be set up to record the ID of the serving DR (instead of the serving MSC) of the MT. When the MT moves to another MSC within the same LA in San Francisco area, only the local pointer at the serving DR of the MT has to be updated. Again, it is not necessary to access the HLR in New York. This reduces the signaling overhead for location registration. The advantage of this scheme is that it can reduce the overhead for both location registration and call delivery.

b) Per-user location caching: The basic idea of the per-user location caching strategy [51] is that the volume of signaling and database access traffic for locating an MT can be reduced by maintaining a cache of location information at a nearby STP. Whenever the MT is accessed through the STP, an entry is added to the cache which contains a mapping from the ID of the MT to that of its serving VLR. When another call is initiated for an MT, the STP first checks if a cache entry exists for the MT. If no cache entry for the MT exists, the IS-41 call delivery scheme as described in Section IV-A2 is used to locate the MT. If a cache entry exists, the STP will query the VLR as specified by the cache. If the MT is still residing under the same VLR, a hit occurs and the MT is found. If the MT has already moved to another location which is not associated with the same VLR, a miss occurs and the IS-41 call delivery scheme is used to locate the MT.

Fig. 9 demonstrates the operation of per-user location caching. When a call is initiated from MT1 to MT2 as indicated in Fig. 9, the system can locate MT2 by using the cached information at STP1. As a result, MT2 is successfully located without querying the HLR of MT2. As compared to the IS-41 scheme as demonstrated in Fig. 8, per-user location caching allows the STP to locate the VLR of the called MT after only one cache database lookup. This is true, however, only when the cached location information of the called MT is valid (a hit). The cost of per-user location caching is higher than the IS-41 scheme when a miss occurs. Based on the system parameters, the minimum hit ratio that is required to produce performance gain using per-user location caching is determined.

The authors define the local call-to-mobility ratio (LCMR) as the average number of calls to an MT from a given originating STP divided by the average number of times the user changes VLR per unit time. The minimum LCMR that is necessary to attain the minimum hit ratio is obtained. In order to reduce the number of misses, it is suggested in [68] that cache entries should be invalidated after a certain time interval. Based on the mobility and call arrival parameters, the author [68] introduces a $T$-threshold scheme which determines the time when a particular cached location information should be cleared such that the cost for call delivery can be reduced.

c) User profile replication: Based on the user profile replication scheme [99], user profiles are replicated at selected local databases. When a call is initiated for a remote MT, the network first determines if a replication of the called MT’s user profile is available locally. If the user profile is found, no HLR query is necessary and the network
can locate the called MT based on the location information available at the local database. Otherwise, the network locates the called MT following the IS-41 procedures. When the MT moves to another location, the network updates all replications of the MT’s user profile. This results in higher signaling overhead for location registration.

Depending on the mobility rate of the MT and the call arrival rate from each location, this method may significantly reduce the signaling and database access overhead for local management. The authors then introduce a scheme for determining the replication scheme for each MT. Based on their scheme, the replication decision is made by a centralized system which must collect the mobility and calling parameters of the whole user population from time to time. This may not be feasible in current PLMN networks because of the large number of network providers involved. Besides, generating and distributing the replication decision for a large user population is a computationally intensive and time-consuming process which may incur significant amount of network bandwidth. Future research should focus on the development of distributed user profile replication mechanisms.

d) Pointer forwarding: The basic idea of the pointer forwarding strategy [50] is that instead of reporting a location change to the HLR every time the MT moves to an area belonging to a different VLR, the reporting can be eliminated by simply setting up a forwarding pointer from the old VLR to the new VLR. When a call for the MT is initiated, the network locates the MT by first determining the VLR at the beginning of the pointer chain and then following the pointers to the current serving VLR of the MT. To minimize the delay in locating an MT, the length of the pointer chain is limited to a predefined maximum value $K$. When the length of the pointer chain reaches $K$, additional forwarding is not allowed and location change must be reported to the HLR when the next movement occurs. Fig. 10 demonstrates the operation of pointer forwarding. Pointers are set up from VLR1 to VLR2 and from VLR2 to VLR3 as the MT moves from MSC1 to MSC2 and from MSC2 to MSC3, respectively. For $K = 2$, the pointer chain cannot be extended any further. An additional movement from MSC3 to MSC4 will result in a location registration at the HLR. The original pointers are deleted and the HLR records the ID of the current serving VLR of the MT. It is demonstrated that depending on the mobility and call arrival parameters and the value of $K$, this scheme may not always result in a reduction in cost as compared to the original IS-41 scheme. The authors determine the conditions under which the pointer forwarding scheme should be used based on the system parameters.

e) Local anchoring: Under the local anchoring scheme [45], signaling traffic due to location registration is reduced by eliminating the need to report location changes to the HLR. A VLR close to the MT is selected as its local anchor. Instead of transmitting registration messages to the HLR, location changes are reported to the local anchor. Since the local anchor is close to the MT, the signaling cost incurred in location registration is reduced. The HLR keeps a pointer to the local anchor. When an incoming call arrives, the HLR queries the local anchor of the called MT which, in turn, queries the serving VLR to obtain a routable address to the called MT. Fig. 11 demonstrates the local anchoring scheme. Assuming that the local anchor of MT1 is VLR1, location change is reported to VLR1 (instead of the HLR) when MT1 moves from VLR2 to VLR3. The authors introduce two schemes for selecting the local anchor for an MT: static and dynamic local anchoring. Under static local anchoring, the serving VLR of an MT during its last call arrival becomes its local anchor. The local anchor is changed when the next call arrival occurs. Static local anchoring completely eliminates the need to report location changes to the HLR. However, similar to the location caching and the pointer forwarding strategies discussed previously, static local anchoring may not always result in performance improvement. In a similar way, dynamic local anchoring changes the local anchor to the serving VLR when a call arrives. However, the network also makes decision on whether the local anchor for an MT should be changed to the new serving VLR after each movement based on the mobility and call arrival parameters. It is demonstrated that
the cost for dynamic local anchoring is always lower than or equal to that of the original IS-41 scheme.

2) Distributed Database Architectures: This type of solution consists of multiple databases distributed throughout the network coverage area.

a) A fully distributed registration scheme: For this scheme, the author proposes a distributed database architecture for location registration [118]. The two-level HLR/VLR database architecture as described in the IS-41 standard is replaced by a large number of location databases. These location databases are organized as a tree with the root at the top and the leaves at the bottom. The MT’s are associated with the leaf (lowest level) location databases and each location database contains location information of the MT’s that are residing in its subtree. Fig. 12 demonstrates the operation of the proposed scheme. Given that an MT MT1 is located at LA1, an entry exists for MT1 in each database along the path from its current location to the root of the tree. The entries for MT1 at these databases are as shown in Fig. 12. When a call is initiated, the network locates the called MT by following its database entries. For example, if a call for MT1 is initiated by MT2 as shown in Fig. 12. The call request is received by node A. Since the database of node A does not have an entry for MT1, the call request is forwarded to node B and so on. When the request finally reaches node D, an entry for MT1 is found and the location of MT1 is determined after another three database lookups as demonstrated in Fig. 12. When an MT moves to an LA that belongs to a different leave database, the corresponding databases are updated to indicate the correct location of the MT. When compared to schemes based on a centralized database architecture, such as the IS-41 scheme, the proposed scheme reduces the distance traveled by signaling messages. However, this scheme increases the number of database updates and queries and thus increases the delay in location registration and call delivery.

b) Partitioning: Here, the authors introduce a partitioning scheme for the fully distributed database hierarchy [22]. Since the mobility pattern of the MT’s varies among locations, partitions can be generated by grouping location servers among which the MT moves frequently. Based on the scheme introduced in [22], location registration is...
Fig. 13. Partitioning scheme.

Fig. 14. Distributed database architecture.

performed only when the MT enters a partition. Fig. 13 shows the partitions for a particular PLMN network. Partition P2 consists of five location servers and they have a least common ancestor location server LS2. When an MT moves into partition P2, location server LS2 is updated indicating that the MT is residing in its subtree. No location registration is performed when the MT moves to another location server within the same partition. This scheme minimizes the number of location registration in areas where the mobility rate of the MT's is high. Simulation results demonstrated that the partitioning scheme is effective in reducing the signaling message cost. However, the cost reduction depends on the mobility and call arrival patterns as well as the method used for searching the subtree. Further study is needed to determine the effectiveness of this scheme under various parameters.

c) Database hierarchy: Another distributed database architecture, similar to the fully distributed registration scheme [118] is introduced in [20]. Here, MT's may be located at any node of the tree hierarchy (not limited to the leaf nodes). The root of the tree contains a database but it is not necessary for other nodes to have databases installed. These databases store pointers for MT's. If an MT is residing at the subtree of a database, a pointer is set up in this database pointing to the next database along the path to the MT. If there is no more database along this path, the pointer points to the residing node of the MT. When a call for an MT is initiated at a node on the tree, the called MT can be located by following the pointers of the MT. Fig. 14 shows the operation of this scheme. A call is initiated at node A and the called MT is located at node B. The path for searching the called MT is given in Fig. 14. If a database that does not contain a pointer for the called MT is reached, the next database along the path to the root is queried. Given the system parameters, such as the rate of movement between LA's, the authors introduce a method for determining the database placement which reduces the number of database accesses and updates.

C. Location Update and Terminal Paging Research

As discussed in Section IV-A1, current PCS networks partition their coverage areas into a number of LA's. Each
LA consists of a group of cells and each MT performs a location update when it enters an LA. When an incoming call arrives, the network locates the MT by simultaneously paging all cells within the LA. There are a number of inefficiencies associated with this location update and paging scheme.

1) Excessive location updates may be performed by MT’s that are located around LA boundaries and are making frequent movements back and forth between two LA’s.

2) Requiring the network to poll all cells within the LA each time a call arrives may result in excessive volume of wireless broadcast traffic.

3) The mobility and call arrival patterns of MT’s vary, and it is generally difficult to select an LA size that is optimal for all users. An ideal location update and paging mechanism should be able to adjust on a per-user basis.

In addition, the LA-based location update and paging scheme is a static scheme as it cannot be adjusted based on the parameters of an MT from time to time.

Recent research efforts attempt to reduce the effects of these inefficiencies. Excessive location updates are addressed by [96] and [23]. A timer-based strategy that uses a universal timeout parameter is presented in [96], while a tracking strategy for mobile users in PCS networks based on cell topology is explored and compared with the time-based strategy in [23]. For excessive polling, a one-way paging network architecture and the interfaces among paging network elements are examined in [63]. Additional schemes attempt to reduce the cost of finding a user when the MT moves during the paging process [93], [125]. Many recent efforts focus primarily on dynamic location update mechanisms which perform location update based on the mobility of the MT’s and the frequency of incoming calls. We describe a number of dynamic location update and paging schemes in this section.

1) Location Update Schemes: The standard LA-based location update method does not allow adaptation to the mobility characteristics of the MT’s. The following techniques allow dynamic selection of location update parameters, resulting in lower cost.

a) Dynamic LA management: This scheme introduces a method for calculating the optimal LA size given the respective costs for location update and cell polling [123]. The authors consider a mesh cell configuration with square-shaped cells. Each LA consists of \( k \times k \) cells arranged in a square, and the value of \( k \) is selected on a per-user basis according to the mobility and call arrival patterns and the cost parameters. As an example, we assume that there are two MT’s, MT1 and MT2, which have different mobility and call arrival patterns such that the values of \( k \) for MT1 and MT2 are two and four, respectively. Based in the scheme introduced in [123], Fig. 15(a) and (b) shows the LA’s for MT1 and MT2 respectively. This mechanism performs better than the static scheme in which LA size is fixed. However, it is generally not easy to use different LA sizes for different MT’s as the MT’s must be able to identify the boundaries of LA’s which are continuously changing. The implementation of this scheme is complicated when cells are hexagonal shaped, or in the worst case, when irregular cells are used.

b) Three dynamic update schemes: Three location update schemes are examined in [24].

1) Time Based: An MT performs location updates periodically at a constant time interval \( \Delta T \). Fig. 16 shows the path of an MT. If a location update occurred at location \( A \) at time 0, subsequent location updates will occur at locations \( B, C, \) and \( D \) if the MT moves to these locations at times \( \Delta T, 2\Delta T, \) and \( 3\Delta T \) respectively.

2) Movement Based: An MT performs a location update whenever it completes a predefined number of movements across cell boundaries (this number is referred to as the movement threshold). Fig. 17 shows the same path as in Fig. 16. Assuming a movement threshold of three is used, the MT performs location updates at locations \( B, C, \) and \( D \) as shown in Fig. 17.

3) Distance Based: An MT performs a location update when its distance from the cell where it performed the last location update exceeds a predefined value (this distance value is referred to as the distance threshold). Fig. 18 shows the same path as in Fig. 16. A location update is performed at location \( B \) where the distance of the MT from location \( A \) exceeds the threshold
an iterative algorithm that can generate the optimal threshold distance that results in the minimum cost. When an incoming call arrives, cells are paged in a shortest-distance-first order such that cells closest to the cell where the last location update occurred are polled first. The delay in locating an MT is, therefore, proportional to the distance traveled since the last location update. Results demonstrated that, depending on the mobility and call arrival parameters, the optimal movement threshold varies widely. This demonstrates that location update schemes should be per-users based and should be dynamically adjusted according to the current mobility and call arrival pattern of the user. However, the number of iterations required for this algorithm to converge varies depending on the mobility and call arrival parameters considered. Determining the optimal threshold distance may require significant computation at the MT.

d) Dynamic time-based update: A dynamic time-based location update scheme is introduced in [16]. The location update time interval is determined after each movement based on the probability distribution of the call interarrival time. This scheme does not make any specific assumptions on the mobility pattern of the MT’s, and the shortest-distance-first paging scheme as described in [73] is used. It is demonstrated that the results obtained are close to the optimal results given in [46]. Computation required by this scheme is low and they are, therefore, feasible for application in MT’s that have limited computing power. Similar to the scheme described in [73], the drawback of this scheme is that paging delay is not constrained. The time required to locate an MT is directly proportional to the distance traveled since the last location update.

2) Terminal Paging Schemes: In general, there is a tradeoff between paging cost and paging delay. The following techniques are two terminal paging methods that intended to minimize the paging cost under a given delay requirement.

a) Paging under delay constraints: Paging subject to delay constraints is considered in [97]. The authors assume that the network coverage area is divided into LA’s, and the probability that an MT is residing in a LA is given. It is demonstrated that when delay is unconstrained, the polling cost is minimized by sequentially searching the LA’s in decreasing order of probability of containing the MT. For constrained delay, the authors obtain the optimal polling sequence that results in the minimum polling cost. However, the authors assume that the probability distribution of user location is provided. This probability distribution may be user dependent. A location update and paging scheme that facilitates derivation of this probability distribution is needed in order to apply this paging scheme. Besides, the tradeoff between the costs of location update and paging is not considered in [97].

b) Update and paging under delay constraints: Location update and paging subject to delay constraints is considered in [46]. Similar to [73], the authors consider the distance-based location update scheme. However, paging delay is constrained such that the time required to locate an MT is smaller than or equal to a predefined maximum value.
When an incoming call arrives, the residing area of the MT is partitioned into a number of subareas. These subareas are then polled sequentially to locate the MT. By limiting the number of polling areas to a given value such as \( N \), the time required to locate a mobile is smaller than or equal to the time required for \( N \) polling operations. Given the mobility and call arrival parameters, the threshold distance and the maximum delay, an analytical model is introduced that generates the expected cost of the proposed scheme. An iterative algorithm is then used to locate the optimal threshold distance that results in the lowest cost. It is demonstrated that the cost is the lowest when the maximum delay is unconstrained. However, by slightly increasing the maximum delay from its minimum value of one, the cost is significantly lowered. Another scheme using the movement-based location update is reported in [15]. Similar to [46], paging delay is confined to a maximum value. Movement-based location update schemes have the advantage that implementation is simple. The MT’s do not have to know the cell configuration of the network. The scheme introduced in [15] is feasible for use in current PLMN networks.

D. Open Problems

Each of the proposed schemes for PLMN mobility management can improve the IS-41 strategy to a certain extent. However, it is difficult to select a scheme that clearly outperforms the others under all system parameters. In most cases, the performance of the proposed schemes exceeds that of the IS-41 only under certain mobility and call arrival parameters. When a different set of parameters is used, the performance may be changed significantly. It is, however, possible for us to make several general observations. In the following sections, we discuss these observations for: 1) location registration and call delivery and 2) location update and paging.

1) Location Registration and Call Delivery: As described in Section IV-B, recent research efforts in location registration and call delivery are based on either the centralized or the distributed database architectures. The centralized approach records the location information of all MT’s in the centralized HLR. Signaling messages are exchanged between the current location of an MT and the HLR during location registration and call delivery. As the number of MT’s increases, the signaling traffic may significantly degrade the performance of the PLMN network. One undesirable consequence is that the connection setup delay may become very high. On the other hand, an advantage of the centralized approach is that the number of database updates and queries for location registration and call delivery is relatively small. This minimizes the delay due to database accesses. The distributed database approach has the advantage that database accesses are localized. An update or query to a far away database is executed only when necessary. However, the number of database accesses required for location registration and call delivery is significantly increased from that of the centralized approach. Careful design is needed to ensure that database accesses will not significantly increase the signaling delay.

Based on these observations, it is likely that the ideal architecture should lie between the centralized and the fully distributed approach. In fact, in order to attain better cost effectiveness, most of the on-going research efforts either try to: 1) increase the distribution of location information under a centralized database architecture such as the results reported in [45] and [50] or 2) limit the distribution of location information in a distributed database architecture such as the results reported in [20] and [22]. Besides, mobility and call arrival patterns vary among users, it is highly desirable that the location registration and call delivery procedures can be adjusted dynamically on a per-user basis. Dynamic schemes usually require the online collection and processing of data. This may consume significant computing power, and careful design is necessary so that the computation can be effectively supported by the network.

Future research in location registration and call delivery should focus on the design of network architectures that combine, to a certain degree, the centralized and the fully distributed approaches. In addition, methods for determining the mobility level and the call arrival statistics for an MT in real-time must be developed. Dynamic schemes for limiting or enhancing the distribution of location information on a per-user basis should be considered.

2) Location Update and Terminal Paging: As discussed in Section IV-C, there are two types of location update and paging schemes: static and dynamic. Static schemes have the disadvantage that they cannot be adjusted according to the parameter of individual user. For example, under the LA-based location update scheme, the LA size most suitable for one user may be ineffective for another user. Most of the recent research efforts focus on the development of dynamic location update and paging schemes. Dynamic schemes allow online adjustments based on the characteristics of each individual MT. For example, when the distance-based location update scheme is used, a different distance threshold can be assigned to each MT based on its mobility and call arrival pattern. However, some of these schemes require information, such as the distance between cells, that is not generally available to the MT’s. Besides, the operation of dynamic schemes may require significant computing power. Implementation of a computation-intensive scheme in an MT may not be feasible.

Future research should focus on the design of dynamic location update and paging schemes that are simple to implement. Most of the schemes discussed in Section IV-C are based on simplified assumptions. For example, the random walk mobility model is used in a number of proposed schemes such that the direction of travel of each MT is uniformly distributed. We believe that most of these schemes can be improved by considering more realistic assumptions.

Thus, remaining open problems for the PLMN-based backbone are the following.
1) **Location Information:** Research work should consider the development of dynamic schemes that limit or enhance the distribution of location information on a per-user basis.

2) **Hybrid Database Architecture:** Ongoing research efforts attempt to reach some middle ground between centralized database architectures and distributed database architectures.

3) **Update and Paging:** Future research should focus on the design of dynamic location update and paging schemes that are simple to implement.

Because of the differences in network organization, certain problems discussed for the PLMN, such as the use of databases, do not apply to the Internet. In Section V, we encounter some of the organizational differences between backbone networks as we investigate current research and standardization efforts supporting terminal mobility under Mobile IP. Note that the term mobile node (MN) is used instead of mobile terminal in order to follow Mobile IP conventions.

**V. MOBILITY MANAGEMENT FOR MOBILE IP**

Standards for terminal mobility over the Internet have been developed by the IETF and outlined in Request for Comments (RFC’s) 2002–2006 [86]. Within the wireline IP, fixed terminals communicate differently depending upon their subnetwork location. Terminals on the same subnetwork can send packets directly, while terminals belonging to different subnetworks must send their packets through IP nodes, or routers, which perform switching functions [42].

The mobility-enabling protocol for the Internet, Mobile IP, promises to enable terminals to move from one subnetwork to another as packets are being sent, without interrupting this process [52]. Variations in Mobile IP include versions 4 (IPv4) and 6 (IPv6). Compared with IPv4, IPv6 can provide more addresses and mobility support. Thus, the procedures in this section are based largely on IPv6, except where noted.

An MN is a host or router that changes its attachment point from one subnet to another without changing its IP address. The MN accesses the Internet via a home agent (HA) or a foreign agent (FA). The HA is an Internet router on the MN’s home network, while the FA is a router on the visited network. The node at the other end of the connection is called the correspondent node (CN). A simple Mobile IP architecture is illustrated in Fig. 19. In this example, the CN sends packets to the MN via the MN’s HA and the FA [Note that the term mobile node (MN) is used instead of mobile terminal (MT) in order to follow Mobile IP conventions.]

As mentioned previously, network organization introduces some differences in the way mobility management is handled over the Internet. For example, Mobile IP allows MN’s to communicate their current reachability information to their home agent without the use of databases [84]. As a result, Mobile IP defines new operations for location and handoff management.

![Fig. 19. Mobile IP architecture.](image-url)

1) **Discovery**—How an MN finds a new Internet attachment point when it moves from one place to another.

2) **Registration**—How an MN registers with its HA, an Internet router on the MN’s home network.

3) **Routing and Tunneling**—How an MN receives data when it is away from home [86].

Registration operations include mobile agent discovery, movement detection, forming care-of-addresses, and binding updates, while handoff operations include routing and tunneling. Fig. 20 illustrates the analogous relationships between the location management operations for Mobile IP and those previously described in Fig. 1 and Section IV.

**A. Location Registration**

When visiting any network away from home, each MN must have an HA. The MN registers with its home agent in order to track the MN’s current IP address. There are two IP addresses associated with each MN, one is for locating and the other one is for identification. The new IP address associated with an MN while it visits a foreign link is called its care of address (CoA). The association between the current CoA and the MN’s home address is maintained by a mobility binding, so that packets destined for the MN may be routed using the current CoA regardless of the MN’s current point of attachment to the Internet. Each binding has an associated lifetime period, negotiated during the MN’s registration, and after which time the registration is deleted. The MN must reregister within this period in order to continue service with this CoA [52].

Depending upon its method of attachment, the MN sends location registration messages directly to its HA, or through an FA which forward the registration to the HA [30]. In either case, the MN exchanges registration request and registration reply messages based on IPv4, as described below and shown in Fig. 21.

1) The MN registers with its HA using a registration request message (the request may be relayed to the HA by the current FA).

2) The HA creates or modifies a mobility binding for that MN with a new lifetime.
3) The appropriate mobile agent (HA or FA) returns a registration reply message. The reply message contains the necessary codes to inform the mobile node about the status of its request and to provide the lifetime granted by the HA [86].

In IPv6, the FA’s in Fig. 21 no longer exist. The entities formerly serving as FA’s are now thought of merely as access points (AP’s).

1) Movement Detection: For the other backbone networks discussed in this paper, the movement of the user is determined by updates performed when the user moves into a new LA. Since Mobile IP does not use LA’s to periodically update the network, we discuss a new feature to determine whether the MN has moved to a new subnet after changing its network AP’s. Mobile agents make themselves known by sending agent advertisement messages. The primary movement detection method for Mobile IPv6 uses the facilities of IPv6 Neighbor Discovery. Two mechanisms used by the MN to detect movement from one subnet to another are the advertisement lifetime and the network prefix.

a) Advertisement lifetime: The first method of detection is based upon the lifetime field within the main body of the Internet control message protocol (ICMP) router advertisement portion of the agent advertisement. A mobile node records the lifetime received in any agent advertisements, until that lifetime expires. If the MN has not maintained contact with its FA, the MN must attempt to solicit a new agent [84].

b) Network Prefix: The second method uses the network prefix—a bit string that consists of some number of initial bits of an IP address—to detect movement. In some cases, an MN can determine whether or not a newly received Agent Advertisement was received on the same subnet as the MN’s current CoA. If the prefixes differ, the MN can assume that it has moved. This method is not available if the MN is currently using an FA’s CoA.

After discovering that MN is on a foreign network, it can obtain a new CoA for this new network from the prefix advertised by the new router and perform location update procedures. For the PLMN, registration was implemented using database storage and retrieval. In Mobile IP, the MN’s registration message creates or modifies a mobility binding at the home agent, associating the MN’s home address with its new CoA for the specified binding lifetime. The procedure is outlined below and shown in Fig. 22.

1) The MN registers a new CoA with its HA by sending a binding update.
2) The MN notifies its CN of the MN’s current binding information.
3) If the binding update is allowed to expire, the CN and the HA send a binding request to the MN to get the MN’s current binding information.

The MN responds to the binding request with its new binding update. After receiving the new CoA, the CN and HA send a binding acknowledgment to the MN.

Once the registration process is complete, call delivery consists of reaching the MN via the new CoA’s. Furthermore, a wireless network interface may actually allow an MN to be reachable on more than one link at a time (i.e., within wireless transmitter range of routers on more than one separate link). This establishment of coexisting wireless networks can be very helpful for smooth handoff.

**B. Handoff Management**

1) **Smooth Handoff:** A smooth handoff for MN’s that are changing their point of attachment to the Internet is crucial for maintaining quality of service (QoS) guarantees. Current routing optimization schemes in IPv4 allow the previous foreign agent (or agents) to maintain a binding for their former mobile visitors, showing a current CoA for each. Then, as packets are sent to the old CoA, the corresponding previous foreign agents can forward the packets to the current CoA of the MN, as demonstrated in Fig. 23(a). As a result, an MN is able to accept packets at its old CoA while it updates its home agent and correspondent nodes with a new CoA on a new link.

If the previous FA does not have a fresh binding—the binding lifetime has expired—the previous FA forwards the packets to the home agent of the MN, which sends the packets to the CoA from the MN’s last location registration update, as shown in Fig. 23(b). This can potentially create unnecessary traffic if the HA’s binding still refers to the previous FA. Alternatively, the previous FA can invoke the use of special tunnels which forward the packets, but also indicate the need for special handling at the HA.

When special tunnels are used, the datagrams that are sent to the HA are encapsulated with the FA’s CoA address as the source IP address. Upon reception of the newly encapsulated datagrams, the HA compares the source IP address with the MN’s most recent CoA. Thus, if the two addresses match, the packets will not be circled back to the FA. However, if the addresses do not match, the HA can decapsulate the packets and forward them to the MN’s current CoA, as shown in Fig. 23(b) [86]. [Note: In IPv6, the smooth handoff procedure is based on routers (IPv6 nodes) instead of FA’s].

2) **Routing and Tunneling:** This process of routing datagrams for an MN through its HA often results in the utilization of paths that are significantly longer than optimal. Route optimization techniques for Mobile IP employ the use of tunnels, such as the special tunnels mentioned for smooth handoff, to minimize the inefficient path use. For example, when the HA tunnels a datagram to the CoA, the MN’s home address is effectively shielded from intervening routers between its home network and its current location. Once the datagram reaches the agent, the original datagram is recovered and is delivered to the MN.

Currently, there are two protocols for routing optimization and tunnel establishment: route optimization in Mobile IP [85] and the tunnel establishment protocol [31].

a) **Route optimization in Mobile IP:** The basic idea of route optimization is to define extensions to basic Mobile IP protocols that allow for better routing, so that datagrams can travel from a correspondent node to a mobile node without going to the home agent first [85]. These extensions provide a means for nodes to cache the binding of an MN and then tunnel datagrams directly to the CoA indicated in that binding, bypassing the MN’s home agent. In addition,
extensions allow for direct forwarding to the MN’s new CoA for cases such as datagrams that are in flight when an MN moves and datagrams that are sent based on an out-of-data cached binding.

b) Tunnel establishment protocol: In this protocol, Mobile IP is modified in order to perform between arbitrary nodes [31]. Upon establishing a tunnel, the encapsulating agent (HA) transmits PDU’s to the tunnel endpoint (FA) according to a set of parameters. The process of creating or updating tunnel parameters is called tunnel establishment. Generally the establishment parameters will include a network address for the MN. In order to use tunnel establishment to transmit PDU’s, the home agent must determine the appropriate tunnel endpoint (FA) for the MN. This is done by consulting a table that is indexed by the MN’s IP address. Each table entry contains the address of the appropriate tunnel endpoint, as well as any other necessary tunnel parameters. After receiving the packets, the foreign agent may then make use of any of a variety of methods to transmit the decapsulated PDU’s so that it can be received by the MN. If the MN resides at this particular FA, no further network operations are required.

C. Open Problems

1) Simultaneous Binding: Since an MN can maintain several CoA’s at one time, the HA must be prepared to tunnel packets to several endpoints. Thus, the HA is instructed to send duplicate encapsulated datagrams to each CoA. After the MN receives the packets from the CoA’s, it can invoke some process to remove the duplicates. If necessary, the duplicate packets may be preserved in order to aid signal reconstruction. Due to the slow incorporation of wireless local area network (WLAN) technology into the marketplace, simultaneous binding has not yet been made available [86].

2) Regionalized Registration: Currently, three major concepts have been identified as potential methods for limiting location update and registration cost. First, there is a need for schemes that manage the local connectivity available to the MN and also to manage the buffering of datagrams to be delivered. Through this, the network can glean the benefits of smooth handoffs without implementing route optimization procedures [30]. Second, a multicast group of foreign agents is needed in order to allow the MN to use a multicast IP address as its CoA. Third, a hierarchy of foreign agents can be used in agent advertisement in order to localize the registrations to the lowest common FA of the CoA at the two points of attachments. To enable this method, the MN has to determine the tree-height required for its new registration message, and then arrange for the transmission of this message to reach each level of the hierarchy between itself and the lowest common ancestor of its new and previous CoA [87].

3) Security: As mentioned for the PLMN in Section IV, the authentication of the mobile becomes more complex as the MN’s address loses its tie to a permanent access point. This allows for a greater opportunity for impersonating an MN in order to receive services. Thus security measures for the registration and update procedures—specifically protecting the CoA’s and HA’s must be implemented in order to police terminal use [86]. Some authentication schemes for the MN, the HA, and the FA can be found in [105].

Recently, there are some discussions regarding Mobile IP with respect to the third-generation IMT 2000 system. A high-level IP mobility architecture is described in [26] in which the diverse nature of today’s wireless and wireline packet data networks is explored. To support the seamless roaming among the heterogeneous networks, the mobility management based on Mobile IP concepts is extended to the current third generation IMT2000 wireless architecture. Another concept, referred to as Simple Mobile IP (SMIP) [54], aims to find a more simplistic approach to support the mobility of users, compared with the asymmetric triangular approach proposed in IPv6. SMIP employs a more symmetric and distributed solution for location management based on MN connections to fixed network routers that have added mobility functions.

Although Mobile IP did not employ databases and LA’s as discussed for the PLMN in Section IV, these issues will be visited again for WATM networks. In addition, the use of network trees and/or hierarchies, as seen in Section IV-B2, will also be considered. Thus, although a change in backbone network can introduce new considerations, many of the concepts used for PCS networks—and some for Mobile IP—will apply in some form to the WATM and satellite networks. Thus, one goal of future networks should be to exploit the common procedures and concepts in order to achieve interoperability. In Section VI, we discuss some of these commonalities and also address additional concerns for mobility management for WATM.

VI. MOBILITY MANAGEMENT FOR WATM

Mobility management for WATM deals with transitioning from ATM cell transport based upon widely available resources over wireline to cell transport based upon the limited and relatively unreliable resources over the wireless channel. Thus, it requires the investigation of important issues such as latency, message delivery, connection routing, and QoS [126]. The ATM Forum, through the WATM Working Group, has focused its efforts on developing basic mechanisms and protocol extensions for location and handoff management that address these issues. The Forum has specified that new procedures must be compatible with the current ATM standards in order to be implemented with relative ease and efficiency [88]. As a result, many of the procedures are also compatible with PCS, satellite, and to a lesser degree Mobile IP concepts. In this section, we outline selected proposed solutions for location management, terminal paging, and handoff.

A. Location Management Research

As shown in Fig. 24, proposed protocols for WATM implement location management using three techniques: location servers; location advertisement; and terminal paging.
Location servers refer to the use of databases to maintain records of the attachment point of MT’s within the network. These protocols are based on concepts and issues similar to those faced in Sections IV-B1 and IV-B2. As discussed in these two sections, the storage and retrieval process can generate excessive signaling and querying operations. Location advertisement avoids the use of databases by passing location information throughout the network on broadcast messages. Terminal paging is employed to locate MT’s within the service area of its attachment point, as discussed previously in Section IV-C.

1) Location Servers Techniques: As mentioned above, location servers are the databases used to store and retrieve a record of the current position of the mobile. They require querying operations, as well as signaling protocols for storage and retrieval [43]. WATM server protocols employ the IS-41/GSM MAP-based techniques that were explored for the PLMN backbone in Section IV. The first method makes familiar use of the HLR/VLR database structure of Sections IV-A, IV-A1, and IV-A2. The second algorithm, location registers (LR’s), uses a hierarchy of databases similar to those described in Section IV-B1.

a) Two-tier database: The architecture for the two-tier database scheme described in [18] uses bilevel databases that are distributed to zones throughout the network (see Fig. 25). The zones—alogous to the LA’s of Section IV—are each maintained by a zone manager. The zone manager—allogous to the mobility service control point (MSCP) of the future wireless architecture—controls the zone’s location update procedures. The home tier (HLR) of the zone’s database stores location information regarding MT’s that are permanently registered within that zone, while the second tier (VLR) of the zone’s database stores location information on MT’s that are visiting the zone. Each MT has a home zone, i.e., a zone in which it is permanently registered.
Just as location updates occurred for MT’s entering a new LA, location registration for this method is performed according to the present zone of the MT. The process itself is the same as that presented for the PLMN in Section IV-A1, except that one VLR does not serve several LA’s. One VLR must be dedicated to each zone and serve only the MT’s attached there. Upon entering a new zone, the MT detects the new zone identity broadcast from the BS’s. The steps for registration, demonstrated in Fig. 25, are as follows.

1) The MT transmits a registration request message to the new MSCP that contains its user identification number (UID), authentication data, and the identity of the previous zone.
2) The current MSCP determines the home zone of the MT from the previous zone.
3) The current and home MSCP’s authenticate the user and update the home user profile with the new location information.
4) The home zone sends a copy of the profile to the current zone, which stores the profile in the VLR tier of its database.
5) The current MSCP sends a purge message to the previous zone so that the user’s profile is deleted from the previous zone’s VLR tier.

Call delivery is achieved by routing the call to the last known zone first. If the MT has moved and has been purged, the call is immediately forwarded to the home zone. The home zone’s HLR is queried for the current location of the MT, which is forwarded back to the calling switch. The calling switch can then set up a connection to the current serving switch of the MT.

The advantage of the two-tier scheme is that it keeps the number of queries low—requiring at most two database lookups for each incoming call to find the MT. However, the use of a centralized HLR may cause increased signaling traffic and unnecessary connection set-up delays if the MT makes several localized moves for an extended period of time. A more localized approach may reduce the need for long-distance queries and thereby reduce connection set-up delays.

b) LR Hierarchy: The LR scheme in [113] distributes location servers throughout a hierarchical private network-to-network interface (PNNI) architecture, as shown in Fig. 26. The PNNI procedure is based on a hierarchy of peer groups, each consisting of collections of ATM switches. Each switch can connect to other switches within its peer group. Special switches, designated peer group leader, can also connect to a higher ranking leader in the “parent” peer group. Each peer group also has its own database, or LR, used to store location information on each of the MT’s being serviced by the peer group.

The PNNI organization allows the network to route connections to the MT without requiring the parent nodes to have exact location information. Only the lowest referenced peer must record the exact location, and the number of LR updates then corresponds to the level of mobility of the MT. For example, a connection being set up to a MT located at switch A in Fig. 26 is first routed according to the highest boundary peer group and switch A. Peer A can then route the connection to its “child” peer group, level A.2, to switch A.2. Finally, the connection is routed by A.2 to the lowest peer group level to switch A.2.2. Which resolves the connection to the MT.

Thus, for movement within the A.2 peer group, the location update procedure can be localized to only the LR
of that peer group. However, a movement from peer group B.1 to peer group A.2 requires location registration of a larger scope, and the maintenance of a home LR to store a pointer to the current peer position of the MT. To limit signaling for the larger scale moves to the minimum necessary level, the authors implement two scope-limiting parameters, $S$ and $L$. The $S$ parameter indicates a higher level peer group boundary for LR queries, while the $L$ parameter designates the lowest group. In Fig. 26, the current $S$ level is level one, while the $L$ level is level two.

When the MT performs a location update by sending a registration notification message to the new BS, this message is relayed to the serving switch, which then stores the MT’s location information in the peer group’s LR. When the MT powers on or off, this message is relayed up the hierarchy until it reaches the preset boundary $S$. The $S$-level register records the entry and then relays the message to the MT’s home LR. For movement from position $B_{1.2}$ to position $A_{2.2}$, the registration procedure, shown in Fig. 26, is as follows.

1) The MT sends a registration notification message to the new BS/switch
2) The new switch stores the MT in the peer group’s LR.
3) The peer group then relays the new location information to the higher level LR’s for routing, stopping at the first common ancestor of the former and current peer groups.
4) In this example, the former $S$ level is not a common ancestor, so a new $S$ level is designated and the location information stops propagating at the new $S$ level, level 0.
5) The MT’s home LR (located at group $A_{2.2}$) is notified of the new $S$-level location for the MT.

After the updates are complete, the new switch sends a purge message to the previous switch so that the former location can be removed from the LR’s.

Call delivery is less complicated for this method, since the procedure takes advantage of the hierarchical organization. An incoming call request can be routed to the last known peer group or switch via the $S$-level LR. If the mobile has moved, the last known switch propagates a location request, querying the upstream LR’s until the mobile endpoint’s address is recognized by an LR that has a pointer to the mobile’s current position. Then the request is sent to the $L$-level LR for that peer group, which resolves the query and sends the location information back to the calling switch.

Finally, if the call request reaches the $S$ level before being recognized by an LR, the $S$-level LR forwards the location request directly to the home switch. Since the home LR keeps track of $S$-level changes for its mobile, the home switch can forward the request directly to the correct $S$-level switch, whose LR points to the current peer group position of the MT.

2) Location Advertisement Techniques: Although the location server methods provide the advantages of simplicity, decreased computation costs, and flexibility, the method can still require a substantial signaling and database querying load. This load can be reduced by using location advertisement. For Mobile IP, advertisement was described as a router notifying the MN of its new attachment point. For WATM, advertisement refers to the notification of appropriate network nodes of the current location of the MT. The first method, Mobile PNNI, uses the PNNI architecture described above by removing the LR’s and by taking advantage of an internal broadcast mechanism [113]. The second method, Destination-Rooted Virtual Connection Trees, advertises location information via provisioned virtual paths [114]. The third and final method, Integrated Location Resolution, extends the signaling framework of ATM with location information elements that incorporate location resolution into the connection set-up process [8].

a) Mobile PNNI: This scheme, described in [113], uses the status notification procedures of the PNNI network to achieve automatic registration, tracking and locating. The PNNI protocol calls for the exchange of PNNI Topology State Packets (PTSP’s) between ATM switches in the same peer group, between the peer group leader and higher level peer groups, and between the peer group leader and its lower level groups. The PTSP’s are generated by the peer group leaders and contain information about the topology of the group and the load on each peer switch. In addition, the PTSP’s contain "reachability" information, i.e., address and parent peer group information, for each network endpoint. By exploiting PNNI, some level of location information for each mobile endpoint can be propagated throughout the entire network [34].

The registration procedure occurs without the use of a database, since the location information is contained in these PTSP packets. Instead, a mobile is assigned a home switch which tabulates the route to the mobile’s current switch location. The routing table is updated whenever the mobile powers on/off or moves to a new switch. In addition, the home switch is responsible for advertising the mobile’s new location to the network, by updating the reachability information in the PTSP’s.

Registration and update procedures are demonstrated in Fig. 27 and are implemented in the following two steps.

1) The mobile sends a registration message to the home switch.
2) The home switch and the current peer group leader propagate the new location information in the PTSP’s.

The home switch must send a message to the former switch to begin forwarding packets. Once the reachability information has had time to propagate, the former switch is notified to stop forwarding packets.

Since PNNI reachability only identifies the parent peer group of the endpoints, the extended mobile PNNI algorithm includes a scheme to flood the exact location of the mobile through the network, but only to a certain peer level. This update region is referred to by the authors as a neighborhood in [113].
If an MT moves to a new switch in the same neighborhood as its home switch, the exact location will be flooded to the home switch, without additional signaling load. Switches outside of the neighborhood will only receive the default, parent peer group information for that endpoint and can then use aggregate information to route calls according to the method outlined in the LR Scheme in Section VI-A1. Until the update propagates through the entire neighborhood, the mobile must send its new location information to the previous switch so that its connections can be forwarded.

If a mobile endpoint moves to a new switch that is not in its home neighborhood, the mobile must register its new location with the home switch for storage and update. Again, the previous switch must be notified, and calls must initially be forwarded.

The call delivery phase of Extended Mobile PNNI includes no prior connection set up, since each switch can route the call based on the reachability information it has received. A call from inside the same neighborhood can be immediately routed to the correct switch, provided the latest update has occurred. The same is true for call to a mobile that is in its home neighborhood. For all other possibilities, the home switch must route the call to the current switch. In all cases, if the latest reachability update has not had time to propagate, the last known switch will forward the call to the current switch.

b) Destination-rooted virtual connection tree: The network architecture for the destination-rooted virtual connection tree scheme provided in [114] and shown in Fig. 28 is a collection of portable base stations (PBS’s) connected via provisioned virtual paths forming a connection tree. The PBS’s are equipped with switching and limited buffering capabilities. The trees are based on the mobility indications of the MT. Each PBS maintains a running list of resident MT’s in its coverage area.

The registration process, also shown in Fig. 28, can begin under the power on/off condition, or when the MT moves into a new service area. When the MT powers on or off, the MT sends a message to its local (current) PBS. The PBS simply adds the MT to or deletes the MT from the service list. However, when the MT moves into the PBS’s region, the new PBS must send a deregistration message to the old PBS on behalf of the MT and then enter the MT’s identity information into its current list.

Call delivery consists of advertising the mobile terminal’s identity via a broadcast message from the PBS of the calling terminal. No paging on the air interface is required. The local PBS responds to the broadcast and initiates connection procedures. If there is no response, the connection is rejected based on the assumption that the MT is not registered. For mobile-to-fixed communication, the PBS performs as a switch with routing tables for the fixed endpoint.

c) Integrated location resolution: The integrated scheme presented in [8] modifies the signaling operations of the ATM call set-up process to include indications of the called terminal’s current location. In this scheme, the MT is assigned a home switch which governs all information on the mobile’s current position within the network. When the MT moves away from the home switch, the MT must first register its presence with the new, foreign switch. Then the foreign switch must notify the MT’s home switch of the MT’s new foreign address. Thus, the location update operation consists of one update propagated to the MT’s home switch.

For the call delivery phase of location management, all initial call requests are routed immediately to the MT’s
home switch with a connection SETUP message. Since this scheme assumes that the home switch of each MT is an ME-ATM switch, the SETUP message can include a flag indicating that an upstream entity is an ME-ATM switch. However, since the calling endpoint does not know if the called terminal is mobile or not, any one of the following conditions can exist:

1) the called terminal is a static, or fixed terminal that is permanently attached to its home switch;
2) the called terminal is mobile but is currently attached to its home switch;
3) the called terminal is mobile and it is currently away from its home switch.

At the called terminal’s NNI/UNI boundary, the home switch must determine the current condition of the terminal. If the called terminal is fixed, the home switch sends a CONNECT message to the originating switch. If the called terminal is a mobile attached to its home switch, the home switch sends a CONNECT message to the originating switch that also identifies the connection as mobile to any interested intermediate switches. This allows any ME-ATM switches in the path to prepare for future possible handoffs.

The call delivery scheme for a mobile terminal that is currently away from its home switch is shown in Fig. 29 and is implemented as follows.

1) The calling endpoint issues a connection SETUP message to the MT’s home switch.
2) The home switch determines that the terminal is away from home.
3) The MT’s home switch sends a RELEASE message to the originating switch. This message must indicate the MT’s current foreign address and also identify the connection as mobile.
4) A switch in the original SETUP path establishes a new path for the connection to the MT and sends a new SETUP message to the MT’s foreign address. This new message must include the MT’s home address.
5) Mobility-enhanced switches in this new path can prepare for future possible handoffs.

If in any of these cases the calling endpoint is an MT, the home switch for the calling MT can identify the connection as mobile and include the calling MT’s home address during the connection SETUP phase.

B. Terminal Paging Research

Because this area has not yet been explored for WATM applications, only one algorithm is considered here.

1) Velocity Paging Scheme: The velocity paging scheme outlined in [117] attempts to categorize the travel of the MT into a velocity class. The class is then used to generate a paging zone—a list of cells to be paged. The velocity classes described for the scheme characterize a range of velocities that has been previously demonstrated by the MT. This quantity can be obtained in two ways. The first way employs a distance-based registration, which is also seen in Section IV-C1, wherein the MT registers whenever its distance from the last registered cell has passed a threshold value. The velocity class can then be formed by using the distance threshold value divided by the time between consecutive registration actions. Then an average speed for the MT has been determined. The other way to find the velocity class of a mobile is to take advantage of the movement-based registration procedure, also mentioned in Section IV-C1. The movement-based procedure counts the number of times the MT has traversed through a cell. Then, once that number has reached a threshold, the MT must register. The number of movements, divided by the time passed between registrations and multiplied by a velocity time unit would yield the quantity that we desire. The procedure for paging a mobile terminal is outlined next.
Fig. 29. Integrated location resolution.

When the system wants to deliver a call to a standby MT, the system must query a location server. The server supplies the MT’s movement profile, based on the two choices above. It supplies the velocity class index for the MT, the MT’s last known location, and the last registration time. The system then uses this information to calculate the maximum distance that the MT could have traveled within the given constraints. Finally, the candidate cells that are within that maximum distance are the first group to be paged.

Alternatives to this scheme, described in [117], include recording the direction of the MT, paging in that direction initially, and then branching out.

C. Handoff Management Research

Handoff management controls the process of maintaining each connection at a certain level of QoS as the MT moves into different service areas [62]. As illustrated in Fig. 30, current proposed protocols can be grouped into four categories: full connection rerouting; route augmentation; partial connection rerouting; and multicast connection rerouting. Full connection rerouting maintains the connection by establishing a completely new route for each handoff—as if it were a brand new call. Route augmentation simply extends the original connection via a hop to the MT’s next location. Partial connection rerouting re-establishes certain segments of the original connection, while preserving the remainder. Finally, multicast connection rerouting combines the former three techniques but includes the maintenance of potential handoff connection routes to support the original connection, reducing the time spent in finding a new route for handoff [17].

1) Full Connection Rerouting: Full connection re-establishment is the most optimal and the simplest rerouting technique in that all of the VC’s in the connection path from the source to the previous switch are cleared [89]. Then new VC’s are established from the source to the new switch. It can be implemented by treating the connection as a newly admitted call, or by employing network elements that perform the mobility functions for that connection, independent of the switches.

a) Interworking devices (IWD’s)—Full connection reroute: The connection reroute algorithm for IWD’s outlined in [89] manages handoff through the use of external processors that isolate the mobility management from the fixed network. An overlay of these IWD’s is placed throughout the fixed network—one IWD corresponding to each switch as shown in Fig. 31(a). The switches control multiple BS’s and provide the connection to the fixed network. A connection then extends from the originating terminal to its local switch is routed through the network and terminates at the mobile endpoint via the mobile’s switch, but all handoffs are organized via the IWD.

The procedures outlined in [89] for full connection reroute are outlined in Fig. 31(a) and (b) and are listed below.

1) After registration, the MT informs the target switch of the identity of the original connection, including a unique identifier for the connection and the NSAP of the old IWD.
2) The target switch then sends the handoff request message to its IWD.
3) The target IWD then forwards this request to the calling IWD. This message is sent via the IWD overlay and the connection ID.
4) The calling IWD and target IWD set up a new connection to the MT.
5) To clear the original path, the calling IWD sends a clear message along the old path toward the old switch path toward the old switch.

2) Route Augmentation: Route augmentation does not achieve the optimal route of the full connection technique,
but it does provide a level of speed and simplicity that can potentially reduce handoff latency and signaling costs.

\textbf{a) IWD's—Route augmentation:} In this scheme outlined in [89], an MT's connection extends from the originating terminal to its local switch, is routed through the network, and terminates at the mobile endpoint via the mobile’s switch. The handoff operation then uses the IWD’s as anchors through which to route the connection.

We now describe the handoff procedure corresponding to the IWD’s architecture and signal flow of Fig. 31(a) and (c).

1) Again the MT informs the target switch of the identity of the original connection, including a unique identifier for the connection and the NSAP of the former IWD. This identifies the former IWD as the anchor.
2) The target switch then forwards the handoff request message to its IWD.
3) The target IWD sends a redirect request to the former IWD.
4) The former IWD responds by bridging the VC connection to the target IWD. The target IWD can notify the switch to set up the new connection to the MT.
5) Finally, the former switch clears its former connections to the MT.

The full connection technique establishes an optimal route at the expense of signaling and resource management. The route augmentation technique simplifies the process, but it can become terribly inefficient if the connection route begins to loop about itself.

\textbf{3) Partial Connection Rerouting:} The partial connection rerouting technique attempts to route a connection more efficiently by preserving some portions of the original route for resource management and simplicity and rerouting other portions for optimality.

\textbf{a) Nearest common node algorithm:} The nearest common node rerouting (NCNR) algorithm presented in [17] routes connections according to the LA (referred to by the authors as zones). Handoff within the LA—or zone—constitutes a VC table update. For handoff between zones, the algorithm attempts to bridge the connection at the nearest WATM network node that is common to both of the zones involved in the handoff transaction. In the tree topology, common refers to two nodes branching from the same point. In a hierarchy, the common point of two zones is a higher node which uses separate paths to access each zone.

Handoff from zone A to zone B begins with the MSCP of zone A checking for a direct physical link between the two LA’s. If either zone is a “parent” of the other, the parent zone acts as an anchor for the handoff procedure. Both A and B participate in connecting to the MT until the radio link transfer completes. Then, if A is the parent, A becomes an ATM switch in the connection path. If B is the parent, B deletes A from the connection path altogether.

If A and B are not directly linked, the handoff, illustrated in Fig. 32, is conducted as follows.

1) The MSCP for the mobile terminal transmits a handoff start message to the calling endpoint. This message includes the ATM addresses of the MT, the target switch, and the former switch.
2) Each switch in this path uses the ATM address to
determine if it is the NCN. (The NCN will have three
different egress ports for the three addresses.)
3) Since the above step will repeat itself until the NCN
is determined, the switch that recognizes itself as the
NCN stops this process by setting the NCN bit in the
handoff start message.
4) The NCN initiates a connection to the target zone by
forwarding a reroute message to the switches in that
path.

The target zone receives the reroute message and replies
with an acknowledgment to the former zone, thereby com-
pleting the reroute process. Until the radio-level handoff is
complete, the NCN forward the connection data to both A
and B. Afterward, the NCN clears its connection to A.

b) Hybrid connection algorithm: The hybrid connec-
tion algorithm [103] handoff protocol begins with the MT
moving into an overlap region where it receives a beacon
from a new BS. The target BS must determine whether the
handoff is intracluster or intercluster. A cluster is simply a
collection of BS's connected to a common cluster switch. If
the handoff is intracluster, the cluster switch can perform as
the crossover switch (COS). Otherwise, a COS discovery
process must be initiated. This procedure is shown in
Fig. 33 and is outlined below.

1) The MT sends a handoff hint message to the old BS.
2) The former BS sends a handoff invoke message
(containing the MT's connection list) to the target
BS.
3) The COS switch is determined.
4) Partial paths are set up from the COS to the target BS.

By the time the MT leaves the overlap region and fully
enters the new region, the new path has been established.
The MT can then send a greet message to the target
BS and the BS can send a redirect to the COS in order
become a part of the new connection path. Finally, the
COS informs the old BS to disconnect the old partial paths.
For handoff due to link failure, some cells will be lost
until the MT detects the failure. Then buffering at the MT
and at the COS is used to regain the appropriate handoff
connection.

Partial connection rerouting provides better resource use
while reducing signaling, but it requires algorithms for pre-
serving cell transport through buffering and cell sequencing.
It also requires the computation of the NCN/COS. The
method described next incorporates the use of multiple
handoff paths in order to minimize cell loss and buffering
needs.

4) Multicast Connection Rerouting: Multicast reestab-
lishment combines the ideas discussed above in a hybrid
fashion but also introduces the idea of maintaining the
potential handoff connections in addition to the original
connection. Then, under handoff, there is little network time
spent in selecting a new route since several are already
available [28].

a) Virtual connection tree algorithm: The virtual con-
nnection tree algorithm in [6] is based on a hierarchical
collection of ATM switching nodes attached to the fixed
network, with links extending to BS's. The root of the tree is
a fixed switching node connecting to the backbone network,
while the leaves are the BS's. Each mobile connection is
assigned a set of virtual connection numbers (VCN's) that
are used to identify a set of paths from the root to one leaf.
Only one path is operational at a time. Then the call can
occur from the MT attached to the leaf through the root of
the tree and on to the fixed network, or to the root of some
other connection tree.

Thus, the authors outlined handoff procedures for two
cases: handoff within the same tree and handoff between
trees. Fig. 34 demonstrates the handoff within the same tree
procedure.

1) The MT transmits cells with a new VCN, correspond-
ing to the previously set-aside path for the target
BS.
2) The target BS then activates the VCN path by using
it to transmit packets from the MT to the root of
the tree.
3) When the cells arrive at the root with a new VCN,
the routing table at the root switch is updated with
the new BS location of the MT. Incoming cells can
then routed to the MT via the new path.

For handoff between trees, the mobile’s connection has
reached the tree boundary, and it has become necessary
to leave the tree altogether. The MT must seek admission
to the new connection tree, as if it were a new call to be
admitted to the network.

By using this method, connections of mobile terminals
within a geographical mobile access region or tree may
be handed over to any other BS within that area without
involving the network processor. The larger the region, the
greater the likelihood that the mobile will remain within
the area for the duration of a call.

The next algorithm is an example of a concept that can
be translated between Mobile IP and W ATM. As seen in
Section V-B1, sending packets to the MT via a home station can ensure that the data arrive at the correct location during handoff.

b) Homing algorithm: The homing algorithm presented in [114] again uses a collection of PBS's connected in a tree of provisioned virtual paths. A home PBS is designated for each mobile terminal accessing the tree. The home station serves as an anchor for each endpoint of the mobile connection and manages the cell transfer during handoff. For MT A transmitting to MT B, cells are first transmitted to the source home PBS for A. Then the cells are routed to the destination home PBS for B via pre-established VP's. The home PBS for B delivers the cells directly to B's mobile terminal.

Handoff for MT A is then executed as shown in Fig. 35 and as listed below.

1) Cells are rerouted from MT A to the home station for A.
2) Next, the cells are transmitted from the source home for A to the destination home for B.
3) Finally, the home station for B forward the cells to the current location for MT B.

The source-to-destination home connection remains relatively stable due to the anchoring scheme. Thus, if both A and B have moved to new PBS's, the cells are first sent to the home station, which is able to forward the cells to the new PBS location. Finally, to improve network utilization, the home PBS's are periodically updated, according to the movement patterns of the MT. For example, if MT A remained at its new PBS for a prescribed period of time, the network would undergo some process to designate the new PBS as the new home PBS for A.

D. Open Problems—ATM Forum Activity

Future research for WATM involves developing signaling protocols and methods for evaluating proposed schemes for performance with call dropping rates, call blocking rates, cell sequencing, and latency [55]. A scheme to integrate the location resolution operations of WATM with the signaling functions of connection setup is presented in [8]. This method is an adaptation of an IETF Mobile IP scheme that attempts to interwork Mobile IP under WATM. The WATM working group is also continuing to evaluate existing protocols that combine techniques from different
schemes and also allow some flexibility of method in order to develop a standard for WATM [88].

1) Location Management: The two protocols under current consideration to be standardized by the ATM Forum are the Extended Location Registers Scheme and the Extended Mobile PNNI Scheme [36]. Addressing is a concern for standardizing the location registers approach. A strategy is needed to assign permanent addresses to mobile terminals. One suggestion is to split the ATM Network Service Access Point (NSAP) address space into mobile NSAP’s and fixed terminal NSAP’s in order to allow a calling party’s switch to generate a location request before initiating connection set up [115]. Another is to create a set of addresses that identifies the level of mobility. Small-scale mobility would represent a limited area defined by the peer group of the endpoint’s current node. Large-scale would represent mobility between peer groups. Continuing issues include security in tracking and locating the mobile terminal, whether to have a continuous active VC from the current node to the home node, and the efficiency of continuous flush and re-advertisement [25].

2) Handoff Management: The ATM Forum has also been working to combine the main concepts of the proposed handoff schemes in order to find a feasible yet efficient method of rerouting for handoff [88]. Both path rerouting and path extension require two phases—fast extension and then route optimization. One extreme is the establishment of an entirely new connection—providing an optimal route, but at the expense of latency. The extreme at the other end is connection extension, which is simply a static partial connection reroute policy, where the previous BS is always the designated NCN or COS [116]. This method provides the fastest extension but is a wasteful use of network resources. A handoff signaling framework is needed that can accommodate a number of connection rerouting mechanisms [88]. One consideration is a multicast technique where the mobile would connect to two or more access points at a time in order to help maintain seamlessness for handoff and to possibly reduce buffering needs [100].

Other challenging issues that remain for the ATM Forum are the following [88].

1) QoS: Define service classes for mobile connections, devise mechanisms to adapt to QoS degradation, and develop new signaling features, such as QoS renegotiation.

2) Rerouting Connections: Develop algorithms for finding new route options, create signaling protocols for reconfiguring the connection path, and determine the feasibility of proposed solutions.

3) Point to Multipoint: Develop protocols that address rerouting a mobile terminal’s point-to-multipoint connections.

4) Mobile-to-Mobile Handoff: Further address changes to existing protocols in order to support connection rerouting and QoS for a mobile-to-mobile connection.

5) Optimization: Develop efficient methods that allow an existing mobile connection to be periodically rerouted for an optimal connection path.

Terrestrial wireless networks such as PCS, Mobile IP, and WATM provide mobile communication services with limited geographic coverage. In recent years several LEO satellite systems have been proposed to provide global coverage to a more diverse user population. In the following section we describe the mobility management concerns for these satellite networks.

VII. MOBILITY MANAGEMENT FOR SATELLITE NETWORKS

LEO satellite systems can support both the areas with terrestrial wireless networks and areas which lack any wireless infrastructure. In the former case, a satellite system could interact with terrestrial wireless network to absorb the instantaneous traffic overload of the terrestrial wireless network. In other words, mobile users would alternatively access a terrestrial or a satellite network through dual-mode handheld terminals. In the latter application area, the LEO satellites would cover regions where the terrestrial wireless systems are economically infeasible to build due to rough terrain or insufficient user population. Among the proposed LEO satellite systems, Iridium is already providing voice and low bit rate data services to its users. Next-generation LEO satellite networks such as Teledesic will provide broad-band access to their users.

LEO satellites are usually defined for those with altitudes between 500 and 1500 km above the Earth’s surface [27], [72], [77]. This low altitude provides small end-to-end delays and low power requirements for both the satellites and the handheld ground terminals. In addition, intersatellite links (ISL) make it possible to route a connection through the satellite network without using any terrestrial resources. These advantages come along with a challenge; in contrast to geostationary (GEO) satellites, LEO satellites move in reference to a fixed point on the Earth. Due to this mobility, the coverage region of a LEO satellite is not stationary. A global coverage at any time is still possible if a certain number of orbits and satellites are used. Coverage area of a single satellite consists of small-sized cells, which are called as spotbeams. Different frequencies are used in different spotbeams to achieve frequency reuse in the satellite coverage area. In the following subsections, we present the state-of-the-art and open research areas for Satellite location and handoff management.

A. Location Management Research

As mentioned in Section IV, in ordinary wireline networks there is a fixed relationship between a terminal and its location. In contrast, wireless networks support terminals that are free to travel, and the network access points of the mobile terminals change as they move around the system. As we have discussed for PCS, Mobile IP, and WATM, terrestrial wireless networks require an MT to periodically report its location. To locate an MT within an LA, a paging mechanism is used such that polling signals are simultaneously sent to all cells within the LA. The called MT will reply to the polling signal and its exact location can be determined. Section IV-C and Section VI-
B presented a number of location update mechanisms that have been proposed to reduce the signalling cost and call delay related to location update and paging in terrestrial wireless networks [15], [56], [64], [117]. The LEO satellite network environment brings more challenging problems because of the movement of satellite footprints. For example, an LA cannot be associated with the coverage area of a satellite because of very fast movement of a LEO satellite. Thus, current research concerns the development of new LA definitions for satellite networks as well as the signalling issues mentioned for all of the location management protocols. In [78] and [90], LA’s are defined using (gateway, spotbeam) pairs. However, the very fast movement of the spotbeams results in excessive signalling for location updates. In [19], LA’s are defined using only gateways. However, the paging problem has not been addressed in [19].

B. Handoff Management Research

To ensure that ongoing calls are not disrupted as a result of satellite movement, calls should be transferred or handed off to new spotbeams or satellites. If a handoff is between two spotbeams served by the same satellite, handoff is intrasatellite. Small size of spotbeams causes frequent intrasatellite handoffs, which are also referred to as spotbeam handoffs. If the handoff is between two satellites, it is referred to as intersatellite handoff. Another form of handoff occurs as a result of the change in the connectivity pattern of the network. Satellites near to polar regions turn off their links to other satellites in the neighbor orbits. Ongoing calls passing through these links need to be rerouted. This type of handoff is referred to as link handoff. Frequent link handoffs result in a high volume of signalling traffic. Moreover, some of the ongoing calls would be blocked during connection rerouting caused by link handoffs. In the following, we present the state-of-the-art in satellite handoff management. More details can be found in [9].

1) Intersatellite Handoff Algorithms: Since two satellites are involved in an intersatellite handoff, the connection route should be modified to include the new satellite into the connection route. Thus, the same connection routing issues discussed for WATM in Section VI-C are again encountered for satellite networks. The route change can be achieved by augmenting the existing route with the new satellite or rerouting the connection completely. Route augmentation is simple to implement, however the resulting route is not optimal. Complete rerouting achieves optimal routes at the expense of signaling overhead. In [110] and [112], a handoff rerouting algorithm, referred to as footprint handover rerouting protocol (FHRP), has been proposed to handle the intersatellite handoff problem in the LEO satellite networks. The FHRP is a hybrid algorithm that consists of the augmentation and the footprint rerouting phases. In the augmentation phase, a direct link from the new end satellite to the existing connection route is found. This way, the route can be updated with minimum signaling delay and at a low signaling cost. In case there is no such link with the required capacity, a new route is found using the optimum routing algorithm. In the footprint rerouting (FR) phase, connection route is migrated to a route that has the same optimality feature with the original route. The goal of the rerouting is to establish an optimum route without applying the optimum routing algorithm after a number of handoffs. This property is significant because, in the ideal case, the routing algorithm computes a single route for each connection.

2) Spotbeam Handoff Algorithms: Spotbeam handoff occurs frequently due to small size of the spotbeams. As an example, a user terminal is covered with a spotbeam with average duration of 38 s, while it stays in the footprint of a single satellite for an average duration of 10 min [91]. Frequent spotbeam handoffs would cause blocking of the handoff call if no ground-satellite channel is available in the new spotbeam. A number of handoff policies have been recently proposed. Since blocking a handoff call is less desirable than blocking of a new call request, spotbeam handoff algorithms gives higher priority to handoff calls. Some possible prioritization techniques can be based on queueing of handoff requests [92] and the use of guard channels for handoff calls [47]. In addition, a number of call admission control algorithms [76], [109] have been proposed to determine if a newly arriving call should be admitted into the network.

a) Handoff queueing: Handoff queueing algorithms [92] rely on overlapped coverage regions of the spotbeams involved in the handoff process. When a user terminal is in the overlapped coverage region, handoff process is initiated. If there is a channel available in the new spotbeam, this channel is allocated to the user terminal. Otherwise, the handoff request is queued. When a channel becomes available, one of the calls in the handoff queue is served. A handoff call is blocked if no channel is allocated for the call in the new spotbeam when the power level received from the current spotbeam falls below the minimum power level that is required for a successful data transfer. Handoff queueing reduces the handoff call blocking ratio, however its performance depends on the new call arrival rate and the size of the overlapped coverage region. In the worst case, high call arrival rates or small overlapped coverage regions would result in a large value of handoff call blocking rate. A modification to [92] is to use dynamic channel allocation in addition to the queueing of the handoff calls [91]. This algorithm performs well for low-to-moderate traffic levels. However, it requires channel reassignment after each call departure, which occurs very often because of the frequent handoffs, resulting in extreme overheads for the LEO satellite networks.

b) Guard channels: Guard channels are used to ensure that some number of channels is reserved for handoff calls even when the new call arrival rate is high. In a system with guard channels, new call requests are rejected if the number of busy channels is larger than a certain threshold. The difference between the system capacity, in number of channels, and the threshold value is equal to the number of guard channels. The handoff call blocking rate could
be reduced by increasing the number of guard channels. However, reservation of some channels for handoff calls increases the blocking rate for new arrivals. Hence, there is a tradeoff between the handoff call blocking and new call blocking. This tradeoff has not been investigated for broadband traffic. Moreover, multimedia traffic requires certain QoS, such as cell loss ratio, delay, and delay jitter to be guaranteed by the network. Guard channel [47] and handoff queuing [92] algorithms do not have any mechanisms to guarantee users’ QoS expectations.

c) Call admission control: These algorithms compute certain performance parameters such as handoff call blocking probability to decide if a newly arriving call can be admitted into the network. In the connection admission control algorithm presented in [76], when a new call request arrives at a spotbeam, it is associated with a list of possible neighboring spotbeams that the user is going to visit with some probability in the future. A mobility reservation metric is updated for each spotbeam in the neighbor list. This algorithm reserves bandwidth in the neighbor spotbeams to decrease the handoff blocking rate. Although the handoff call blocking probability is decreased, the algorithm can not guarantee any upper bound. Moreover, because of the ad hoc nature of the reservation metric, the algorithm is conservative, i.e., it underutilizes the network. Finally, the algorithm is evaluated for a medium Earth orbit (MEO) satellite network. MEO satellites are located at altitudes of 5000–13 000 km. As a result of their high altitudes, MEO satellite networks have very low handoff probabilities. The applicability to a LEO network, which has a high handoff probability, is questionable. The geographical connection admission control (GCAC) algorithm [109] has been introduced to limit the handoff call blocking probability for the spotbeam handoffs in the LEO satellite networks. Upon a new call arrival, the GCAC algorithm estimates the future handoff blocking performance of the users to decide whether the newly arriving call can be admitted into the network without increasing the blocking probability for the existing calls while providing the same blocking guarantee to the new user. The new call request is accepted if the handoff blocking probability averaged over the contention area is less than the target blocking probability. The GCAC algorithm assumes that the exact user locations are known by the network. The orbit dynamics and the spotbeam geometry are utilized to estimate the performance metrics. The performance evaluation results show that the GCAC algorithm achieves a bounded handoff blocking probability without penalizing the new calls. Moreover, the GCAC algorithm adapts to the distribution of user terminals over the coverage area and can handle nonuniform traffic distribution.

3) Link Handoffs: The topology of LEO satellite networks changes with time due to intersatellite links that are temporarily switched off. Each LEO satellite has up and down wireless links for communication with ground terminals and intersatellite links for communication with neighbor satellites. There are two types of ISL’s; intraplane ISL’s connecting satellites within the same orbit and inter-plane ISL’s connecting satellites in adjacent orbits. Intra-plane ISL’s can be maintained permanently. On the other hand, inter-plane ISL’s would be temporarily switched off due to the change in distance and viewing angle between satellites in neighbor orbits. In the analysis reported in [120] for the Iridium system, it is concluded that only ISL’s between latitudes of approximately 60° north or south would be maintained between counter-rotating orbits. This is labeled as seam in the example network model depicted in Fig. 36. When the satellites go into seam, they temporarily switch off their ISL’s to the neighbor orbits, resulting in a dynamic network topology. The second type of topology change in LEO satellite network occurs due to the satellites temporarily switching off the ISL’s as they cross the polar regions [119]. Fig. 37 depicts the satellites passing through a pole. The drawing reflects the top view, i.e., looking at the pole from a viewpoint above the satellites. Satellites a, b, and c (also shown in Fig. 37) are moving toward the pole. Satellite b’s left and right neighbors are satellites a and c respectively. After passing the pole, the neighbors of satellite b swap their positions. The new satellite positions are labeled as d, d’, and c in the figure. During the transition, the ISL links a–b and b–c are turned off.

Any connection is subject to rerouting if it is passing through a link that will be turned off before the connection is over. This event is referred to as link handoff. If the number of connections that need to be rerouted due to link handoff is large, the resulting rerouting attempts cause
signaling overhead in the network. The number of rerouting attempts can be reduced if the dynamic topology of the network is taken into account when connection routes are determined during call set up. The routing problem in LEO satellite networks has been addressed in [119] with an emphasis on setting up routes between pairs of satellites to minimize the rerouting attempts during link handoffs, i.e., optimization was performed for the routes between two satellites. Optimization process results in a unique route with minimum number of link handoffs during a system period\(^1\) for each satellite pair. All end-user connections that are served by the same satellite pair use the same unique route. This algorithm reduces the link handoff frequency; however, it can also congest some of the links, while it underutilizes some others. An optimal route between two satellite nodes is not necessarily optimum for a connection between two ground terminals since the handoffs between the ground terminals and the satellites result in changing satellite end nodes for the connection. Realistically, the optimization is needed for the route between two ground terminals.

In [32], a LEO satellite network is modeled as a finite state automaton (FSA) by dividing the period of the satellite network into equal-length intervals. In the FSA model, each state corresponds to one of these intervals, and in each state, the network is considered as having a fixed topology. Each satellite has a fixed number of ISL’s. The algorithm determines the optimum link assignment for each satellite in a given state using simulated annealing. This study does not address reducing the number of rerouting attempts due to link handoffs. In contrast, more connections would need to be rerouted during the state changes of the FSA model since the optimization process uses only the traffic pattern.

In [111] and [108], a routing protocol, referred to as probabilistic routing protocol (PRP), has been proposed to reduce the number of rerouting attempts during a link handoff. The algorithm removes all the ISL’s that will experience a link handoff during the lifetime of a connection from consideration for routing during the route establishment phase of a new call. However, since the call holding time is a random variable, the connection lifetime cannot be determined exactly. Instead the PRP finds the time duration in which the route will be used by the user terminals with a certain probability that is referred to as target probability. As a result, the route does not experience any link handoff with a probability larger than the target probability. The performance evaluation results show that a tradeoff exists between the value of the target probability and the new call blocking probability.

C. Open Problems

The specific research directions identified for the future of mobility management for satellite networks are as follows.

1) Broad-Band Traffic: Development of handoff algorithms applicable to broad-band traffic. The algorithm

\(^1\) System period is defined as the time interval where a satellite circulates the Earth.

should guarantee that the user’s QoS is not violated during the handoff process.

2) Minimize Signaling: Design of a handoff rerouting algorithm that utilizes LEO satellite network dynamics to minimize signaling traffic during the rerouting phase.

3) Routing: Development of a routing algorithm that minimizes the number of rerouting attempts during a link handoff. Especially the routing problem for a connectionless network protocol like IP should be studied for the LEO satellite network environment.

4) Update and Paging: Design of a location update and paging algorithm that achieves a balance between location update frequency and paging delay.


Each of the four backbone networks discussed for this section has specific mobility management issues that must be addressed. However, many of the issues are not backbone specific. For example, the paging concerns for PCS networks are the same for WATM and satellite. Advertisement and the use of hierarchies can be explored for all networks. Smooth handoffs and connection rerouting are also required by each of the networks. Future networks must capitalize on these common issues in order to bring about interoperability that can be implemented in as simplified a method as possible. Next we explore some of the issues that are introduced by bringing heterogeneous networks and their services together under one unifying infrastructure.

VIII. RESEARCH ISSUES FOR INTEGRATED WIRELESS NETWORKS

As mentioned in Section I, the next generation of wireless communication networks promise to bring together mobility—not only without geographical constraints—but also without being tied to one particular backbone network, as shown in Fig. 4. The user that has been receiving home services in an urban setting with access to the Internet will still be able to access services from completely rural sites, which may only have access to satellite. As another example, consider the terminal that roams between an ATM service region and a Mobile IP service region. The authors in [8] examined such a case and present an overview of interworking Mobile IP with mobile ATM. When a mobile terminal moves into an ATM service region, the mobility management is governed by WATM, but this process is transparent to Mobile IP. When the terminal crosses into a new region, say Mobile IP region, the mobility is supported by Mobile IP. This will require a gateway at which the translation of the Mobile IP datagrams into WATM functionality will occur. Likewise, any network equipped for unified operation must be able to support such qualities as intercarrier or intersystem handoff, personal mobility, and location management for a heterogeneous network. Next we explore the following mobility-related research issues for next-generation wireless networks: hardware/software for-
mat transformations; location management; and intersystem handoff.

A. Software Radio

To implement service provider portability, the MT must be able to communicate in more than one system. MT’s may operate in multiple modes, with separate transmitter/receiver pairs, such as the satellite/terrestrial multimode terminals, or the MT’s may be reconfigured to operate in each new system. An emerging advance in technology is a terminal that is able to download settings from a network server in order to obtain a set of standards and then reconfigure itself to communicate in the new system [61]. The ability to reconfigure the radio interface or the radio protocol stack by software is referred to as software radio [106]. Software radio download techniques allow networks to offer new, personalized, or operator-customized services to a user without requiring an upgrade in the user’s terminal equipment. It facilitates roaming and flexible service support, as well as terminal and BS evolution. Although software radio is still in development, work is beginning on the building of tools, libraries, and environments to support product development and software portability [106], [127].

B. Location Management

As technology enables MT’s to communicate in various systems, the networks will need to be able to track and update the location of terminals that may or may not be registered within the current system. The stand-alone cases described in the previous sections demonstrate that there are two problems related to location management: location update and paging, both of which consume the limited radio resources in the mobile system. Thus, it is necessary to achieve a tradeoff between cost and performance. For location update, an optimal scheme must be determined to minimize the signaling cost for location update when an MT is roaming among different systems with individual protocols and signaling formats. For the paging system, paging delay and paging cost are two key factors. The paging delay may be more important because of the QoS requirement of the multimedia services. Based on previous location management schemes and the virtue of the heterogeneous wireless network, we are working on corresponding location update and paging schemes [10]. For paging, we are developing a distributed paging scheme with delay bound which is desirable for QoS specifications of next-generation wireless systems [11].

C. Intersystem Handoff

Along with optimizing schemes for location management, the MT must simultaneously be prepared to transfer connections between systems with a low probability of losing the call. Intersystem mobility techniques must distribute handoff management so that calls are routed with optimum efficiency and minimum delay, and so that independent subnetworks can maintain service to their subscribers. To implement intersystem handoff, several major issues must be resolved [41], [65]. First, as mentioned above, the MT must be able to communicate in more than one system. Second, a technique is needed to measure and compare signals from different air interfaces and with different power levels. Third, transmission and signaling facilities must exist between the switches of each system. Last, a new set of handoff procedures and messages must be developed in order to prepare the MT for connection transfers and to maintain a satisfactory level of QoS for the user. Research efforts have addressed the issue of optimizing a homogeneous system for next-generation handoff [37], [38], [59], [107]. However, research results are now being produced for the heterogeneous case [12].

Finally, future research must focus on bringing together consistent as well as reliable services so that the user will not experience service degradation from backbone to backbone. Future communication networks must be able to handle network administrative functions involved in obtaining international or regional permissions for carrying a mobile terminal into a visited country [60].

D. Addressing and Identification

Future networks must identify several types of entities. The mobility properties of these entities necessitate dynamic bindings between their addresses and names. The name and address of a network end point will cease to identify the terminal or the user. The dynamic binding of terminals to their point of attachment to the network will change frequently because of global roaming.

Within the network, a mobile terminal may transition from the PSTN to the Internet, from the Internet to ATM, from ATM to satellite, or from/to any other combination thereof. Thus, a unifying transport method must be developed. This transport method will be required to track crucial mobile characteristics, such as addresses and identification. The use of well-defined and standardized user/terminal identities are needed to manage the following location and handoff operations [82]:

1) determination of the home network or database of a roaming terminal;
2) identification of an MT on the radio control path for update/registration;
3) identification of the MT for terminal paging and location advertisement;
4) identification of the MT when exchanging location or routing information between different network types;
5) identification of the MT for updating or retrieving the user profile.

In addition to the location and handoff operations, another issue is security. Providing access for every type of network under various mobile environments and the resulting complexity of the system leaves mobility-related procedures very vulnerable. In addition, since location information about the user will be extensively used, the providers with unlimited access to management information must come under scrutiny in order to maintain overall privacy.
and confidentiality. Technical strategies must be developed for achieving reliable authentication and yet a level of untraceability for roaming subscribers—even against the providers of the systems.

E. Database Issues

The most challenging issue for location management for the next generation of communication systems is database storage and retrieval. For example, consider the mobile terminal whose home network is the PSTN, but whose current visited network is WATM based. In order to register its current location with its home network, the terminal must be registered as a visitor on the network level with the ATM network, possibly requiring database update/query, and then the ATM network must send this updated profile to the mobile’s home network for further database update. Likewise, for a WATM network that employs location advertisement or terminal paging, call delivery from the PSTN to the WATM network will require increased signaling as well. Thus, increase of signaling related to mobility will result in a large increase in the number of database transactions, paging operations, and broadcasts [74].

F. Routing Issues

Since the offered services will support point-to-point, multipoint, and point-to-multipoint communication between fixed and/or mobile terminals, connection rerouting will become a major consideration for service availability for the roaming terminal. Maintaining a connection will be more complex, since different networks provide different connection information. For example, ATM networks do not provide cell ordering numbers, but cell sequencing becomes important for wireless communication. Also, the tunneling and routing procedures of handoff for the Internet may undergo problems while the MT is traveling through a satellite-only environment.

Users must be able to negotiate bandwidth, transmission quality, and delay based upon the service profile of the user and the service offerings from the user’s service provider. The user will be able to choose services available in that region from a menu or based on their subscription profile. Next-generation services will be continuous and seamless whether the user is on a ship, in a vehicle, or on a plane. It is expected that a variety of services will be available in rural areas as well as dense urban areas. Services requiring higher transmission rates will be accessible in high-density areas such as business offices, while lower speed services will be accessible in all other environments. The services must be provided with continuous availability on a global basis regardless of the user’s roaming situation, geographic location, or access within the limits of the visited network.

G. Standardization

Considering the proposed unification, there is a great need for common management capabilities in order to handle the network-level mobility requirements [29]. However, standardization seems to be the slowest area of progress.

While there is general agreement among Japan, Europe, the United States, and other countries that global standards are in everyone’s best interests, some difficulties still exist in achieving the necessary cooperation between regional and international bodies. On the network service provider level, many may choose to specialize operations in order to serve their own customers. In order to obtain the projected level of tetherless global communication, each of these entities must be able to coexist and cooperate within one infrastructure [29].

As in previous generations, the next generation of wireless systems will be gradually implemented over the current infrastructures. As a result, the most likely scenarios will begin with Mobile IP interworking with ATM or WATM, and PLMN-based terrestrial networks interworking with satellite networks as traffic congestion relief. However, as research continues to explore options for integrating network services, the boundaries that prohibit global freedom for wireless communication will continue to disappear.
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